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ABSTRACT 

The first systematic study of the effect of variations in initiator and 

monomer concentrations on two-dimensional polymerizations is described 

here. The number average degree of polymerization, Xn , was estimated by SEC 

for the thermal polymerization of bilayers composed of a mono-substituted 

acryloyl phospholipid. When the monomer to initiator (azobisiso

butyronitrile) molar ratio, [M]/[J], was varied from 5 to 40, holding [M] 

constant, the XII increased from 233 to 1,936. The measured XII was observed to 

be inversely proportional to the initiator concentration. When the monomer 

concentration was diluted by the incorporation of a nonpolymerizable lipid 

(DMPC), the XII was decreased from 1,476 for pure mono-acryloyl PC to 299 for 

a III molar ratio of mono-acryloyl PC and DMPC. The Xli was found to be 

dependent on the square of the monomer mole fraction in the bilayers. The 

polymerization of bis-acryloyl PC produced much shorter polymers than 

mono-a cry loy I PC but appeared to have the same dependency on initiator 

concentration. These data suggest that this two-dimensional polymerization 

is preferentially terminated by reaction with initiator fragments rather than 

by the usua I radical coupling and/or disproportionation reactions of the 

growing polymer chains. It is suggested that the preference for termination 

by small molecular fragments is a consequence of limited diffusion of the 

growing polymer chains in the constrained environment of the lipid bilayer. 

Furthermore these data demonstrate that careful attention to the ratio of 

[M]/[J] is necessary to reproducibly control the size and properties of 

polymers formed in supramolecular assemblies. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The three major classes of membrane lipids are phospholipids, 

glycolipids, and cholesterol. In the work described here, the primary 

interest is in phospholipids. 

Lipid molecules are amphiphilic in nature and consist of a polar 

headgroup and two relatively nonpolar acyl chains (Fig. I). 

HYDROPHILIC 

HEADGROUP 

HYDROPHOBIC 

TAILS 

o 
+ I.......... ~O 0 -
-N ......." , / 

I ~P, 

:~ o 

Figure I: Amphiphilic nature of lipids shown by comparison of a schematic 
representation of a lipid compared to dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC). 

Phospholipids are alcohol based and are derived from either glycerol or 

sphingosine. Phospholipids derived from glycerol are called 

phosphoglycerides. A phosphoglyceride consists of a glycerol backbone, two 

fatty acid acyl chains attached through ester linkages, and a phosphorylated 

alcohol headgroup. The headgroup can be phosphorylated with a variety of 
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different groups as shown in Fig. 2. Phosphatidylcholines (PC) are one of the 

major lipid components found in most animal cell membranes. Bacerial cell 

membranes in contrast have much higher percentages of 

phosphatidylethanolamines (PE).l 

Rt R- 2 IT 
o-P-x 

3 I 
0-

x PHOSPHOLIPID 

OH Phosphatidic acid 

Phosphatidylcholine 

Phosphatidyletbanolamine 

Phosphatidy 19l yerol 

Phosphatidylserine 

Figure 2: Some common phospholipid headgroups at neutral pH. 

The amphiphilic nature of lipids when dispersed in water allows the 

formation of supramolecular assemblies composed of thousands of lipid 

molecules. Vesicles consist of a closed lipid bilayer which encases an aqueous 

interior. The lipid bilayer consists of a two-dimensional fluid composed of 

lipids with their hydrophilic head groups exposed to water and their 

hydrophobic tails aggregated in a manner to exclude water. 

A number of procedures are available for the formation of bilayer 

vesicles.2 The simplest procedure involves hydration of a thin layer of dried 
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lipid with water or buffer to form multilamellar vesicles (MLV). Extended 

bilayers can be formed be subjecting the ML V to a series of freeze-thaw 

cycles. These structures can be further modified by a variety of shear forces 

(sonication, extrusion, etc.) to produce small unilamellar vesicles (SUV) 

which range in size from -30 60 nm in diameter or large unilamellar 

vesicles (LUV) typically 100 nm in diameter or greater. Giant vesicles (> 1000 

nm dia) can be obtained by slow hydration of thin lipid films with low ionic 

strength buffers. 
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MICELLE 

UNILAMELLAR VESICLE 

MUL TILAMELLAR VESICLE 

Fig.3: Comparison of micelles (2-10 nm diam.) with unilamellar (30-1000 nm) 
and multilamellar vesicles (~ lllm) 

One of the characteristics of phospholipids is their ability to form 

smectic mesophases that undergo a characteristic gel to liquid crystalline 

phase transition. Phospholipid bilayers at temperatures below this transition 
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temperature (T m) are considered "solid-like or in a solid-analogous phase", 

and at temperatures > T m are considered "liquid-like or liquid-analogous". 

Below the T m, the lipid tails are packed in an all-trans type extended 

conformation, while above the T m, the hydrocarbon chains are able to 

undergo rotational motions around the C-C bonds, with an average of 1 to 2 

gauche conformational isomers per lipid. This liquid-like (liquid

crystalline) phase is more disordered than the solid-like phase, and the 

hydrocarbon tails in the lipid bilayer are less extended thereby decreasing 

the bilayer thickness. The T m is a function of both the headgroup and acyl 

chain composition. In phospholipids composed of the same acyl chain length 

in both positions, the T m increases about 14-17 °c for every 2-methylene unit 

increase in chain length.3 The presence of unsaturated acyl chains, 

branched chains, or those carrying bulky side grOl'ps, cause a considerable 

decrease of the transition temperature. 

The most common and simplest method to determine the T m of lipidic 

systems of interest is high sensitivity differential scanning calorimetry 

(DSC). At the transition temperature there is a significant increase in the 

heat capacity of the system. This change in the heat capacity at the 

transition temperature is represented by the enthalpy of the transition. In 

addition information can be obtained concerning the cooperativity of the 

transition, i.e., the number of, lipids molecules undergoing transition 

simultaneously. Differential scanning calorimetry can be measured with 

sample concentrations as low as 1 mg/ml. It should be noted that most studies 

involving examination of transition temperatures involve the use of 

multilamellar vesicles (MLV) or extended bilayers. When the T m is measured 
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in small unilamellar vesicles (SUV), it is broader and appelH"s at 4-5 °C lower 

than in the MLV.4 This is attributed to the packing constraints imposed on 

the acyl chains by the high radius of curvature of small vesicles. In forming 

vesicles, it is advantageous to hydrate the dried lipid at 2J temperature higher 

than the T m of the lipid. In the preparation of mixed lipid samples, it is 

necessary to mix the samples in the organic phase thoroughly before drying 

and to hydrate at a temperature above the Tm of the higher melting 

component. 

The lipid bilayer structure is highly ordered yet dynamic due to the 

rapid lateral diffusion of lipids within each plane of the bilayer. Lateral 

diffusion in membranes is of particular significance for the functioning of 

biological membranes. It is the means of very effective "transport of 

molecules between various regions of the cell. In mammalian cell 

membranes the diffusion coefficient is -1J.lm2/s; thus a lipid can diffuse from 

one end to the other in a few seconds. In contrast, however, lipids do not 

readily undergo flip-flop from one leaflet to another. Since the polar 

headgroup is highly solvated, it would need to shed its solvation sphere and 

penetrate the hydrocarbon interior of the bilayer in order to change its 

orientation to the other leaflet. The morphology of the assembly is 

dependent on both the structure of the amphiphile and the mode of 

preparation of the assembly. 

In contast to lipids, many single chain surfactants including 

Iysophospholipids form micelles spontaneously above a critical micelle 

concentration (CMC) in aqueous solution to form assemblies of fifty to a few 

hundred molecules. A single chain surfactant's geometrical shape 
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approximates that of a cone thereby favoring micellar assemblies. 

Conversely, lipid molecules geometrically approximate the shape of cylinders 

and therefore give rise to lipid bilayer molecular ordering. The 

transformation of a solution to the colloidal state as the surfactant 

concentration exceeds the CMC occurs to minimize the free energy of solution 

and is accompanied by a sharp drop in the surface tension of the solution. 

The molecules in a micelle are arranged with their hydrophilic headgroups 

at the aqueous exterior of the micelle and their hydrophobic tails pointed 

toward the interior of the micelle. At low concentrations micelles are 

spherical in shape and are 2-10 nm in diameter. At higher concentrations, 

micelles assume a rodlike shape that is 100-300 nm in length and 

approximately twice the length of surfactant molecule in diameter. The 

minimum concentration at which the molecules aggregate is termed the 

critical micelle concentration (CMC). This value is typically 10-2 - 10-4 M for 

micellar systems. Different amphiphiles have characteristic rates of 

exchange between monomers in solution and molecules in the micellar 

aggregate. The value of CMC in lipid systems is several orders of magnitude 

smaller because lipids are less water soluble than single chain surfactants. 

There are several possible forces at work in the formation of lipid 

bilayers. In lipids such as phoshatidic acids and phosphatidylglycerols, 

hydrogen' bonding of tbe beadgroups plays an important role in their 

bilayer formation and stabilization. In phosphatidylcholines, pbospbatidyl

ethanolamines, and pbosphatidylserines, the zwitterionic headgroup helps 

stabilize the assembly through dipolar effects. However, an important force 

in the formation of all lipid bilayers is a hydrophobic effect.S A single lipid 
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molecule in water is highly solvated in the headgroup. However, the 

nonpolar acyl chains are surrounded by a structured array of hydrogen-

bonded water molecules locked in a cage around the tails. These solvent 

molecules have little translational freedom, and therefore exist in a highly 

ordered, low entropy state. In contrast, when the nonpolar tails aggregate in 

the interior of a lipid bilayer, there is an increase in van der Waals attraction 

with their neighbors. Few water molecules are locked in a cage around the 

nonpolar tails and escape into the surrounding environment thereby 

significantly increasing their translational entropy. The increase in solvent 

entropy that occurs when a lipid bilayer is formed is greater than the 

decrease in phospholipid entropy that results from the formation of a 

phospholipid bilayer. Thus, the increase in solvent entropy provides a major 

driving force for the formation of lipid bilayers. 

Applications of lipids and their supramolecular assemblies range from 

the study of ordered thin films (monolayers and multilayers) for material 

science applications and non-linear optical properties to the study of 

biological membranes and their components in both extended bilayers and 

unilamellar vesicles. 

drug delivery. 

In addition there !.) active interest in vesicle mediated 

Biological membranes are composed of lipids, proteins, and to a lesser 

extent, carbohydrates. Biological membranes incorporate two types of 

proteins: integral membrane proteins (which are embedded in the 

hydrophobic portion of the membrane) and peripheral proteins (associat.:d 

with the hydrophilic portion of the membrane). Some of these peripheral 

proteins act to stabilize the membrane, because they are associated with 
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several integral proteins. Another means . of stabilization can be found in the 

membrane coating found in the cell wall of bacteria. Here macromolecules 

provide a protective envelope consisting of polysaccharides cross-linked by 

oligopeptides.6 One of the inherent difficulties associated with the study of 

biological systems is their lack of colloidal or chemical stability. Therefore it 

is of interest to enhance the stability of these systems by some means that 

will not interfere with the membrane processes of interest. An attempt to 

mimic the interaction between integral and peripheral proteins is unlikely 

due to the complexity of these systems. However, an increase in the stability 

of biomembranes via a polymer coating as in the case of bacterial cell walls is 

a more realistic possibility. 

The most obvious means for the stabilization of biomembranes 

involves methods which use membrane lipids for stabilization. The simplest 

way to achieve this end involves the use of polymerizable groups 

incorporated into or associated with lipid molecules. 

Polymerization of vesicles has been shown to have an effect on the 

membrane permeability. Quantitative rate measurements of [3H]-glucose 

leakage through methacryloyl lipid vesicles before and after polymerization 

show that the permeability is reduced to 0.3-0.5 of that of the unpolymerized 

control vesicles (Figure 4)7. 



CH3 CH3 

V+ B
/" r 

CH'I CH'I 
- 1-

(CH'I)s 
I -CP2 

(CH2hl 
I 

(CH2)16~O 
I 0 

CH3 

19 

Figure 4: mono-Methacryloyl substituted lipids whose polymerization in 
vesicles decreased their permeability. 

A much larger reduction (two orders in magnitude) in permeability is seen 

in the photopolymerization of a bis-dienoyl lipid which is capable of forming 

a cross-linked polymer network (Figure 5)8. 

Figure 5: 
significantly 

bis-Dienoyl lipid which 
upon polymerization. 

decreases membrane permeability 
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The decrease in membrane permeability in cross-linked vesicles is 

paralleled by an increase in membrane stability to detergents and organic 

solvents. The polymerization of mono-substituted lipids leads to moderate 

increases in stability, whereas significant changes are seen only in the 

polymerization of bis-substituted lipids. For example, polymerized vesicles 

from mono-methacryloyl lipids are still disrupted with detergents and 

organic solvents, although at somewhat higher concentrations than required 

forunpolymerized mono-methacryloyl vesicles. In contrast, polymerized 

vesicles of bis-dienoyl PC are very stable to detergents and organic solvents9 . 

The stability to ethanol of vesicles of mono-methacryloyl PC and bis

methacryloyl PC indicates that the resistance to vesicle dissolution increases 

as follows: unpolymerized methacryloyl PC < polymerized mono-methacryloyl 

PC < bis-methacryloyl pc.lO 

These data show that the formation of linear polymers in veskles does 

not significantly alter the physical properties, whereas the polymerization 

of bis-substituted lipids leads to more complex cross-linked polymer networks 

which leads to a corresponding large change in vesicle properties. 

The introduction of the first synthetic double chained amphiphile by 

Kunitake in 1977, along with the desire to increase colloidal stability in these 

systems, led to interest in polymerizable lipids in the early 1980's by the 

research groups of Regen, Chapman, Ringsdorf and O'Brien.II-14 The 

successful polymerization in vesicles is in contrast to the difficulties 

associated with the polymerization of single-chain surfactants in micelles. IS 

The primary difference lies in the higher rate of exchange for monomers 

from micelles versus from vesicles. In micelles, the exchange rate is 
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competitive with rate of polymerization, whereas in vesicles the exchange 

rate is slower than the polymerization rate. 

The last decade has seen the introduction of several methods to 

polymerize supramolecular assemblies (for general reviews see references 

16-20). These assemblies, e.g. monolayers, vesicles, extended bilayers, cast 

multilayers, BLMs, and tubules are each two-dimensional arrays of 

amphiphiles. A host of reactive moieties can be utilized to modify lipids to 

make them polymerizable including diacetylenes, acryloyl, methacryloyl, 

sorbyl, styryl, vinyl, and lipoyl (Fig. 6). 

CH.., \ 
\ Q \- C=O 

/ C=O 

\ CH / 
~ R-C 

C ~ \ CH HC~ / CH2 
\ CH ~CH2 

~H C 
\ I CH.., 
I - H \ 

C=O 0 I \ 
/ C=O CS CH / 
~ 

-CH 
\ CH2 NH2 

Figure 6: Examples of polymerizable groups that can be incorporated into 
lipids. 

Polymerization can be initiated by photochemical, thermal, or redox methods. 



Diacetylene lipids absorb weakly at 256 run and are photopolymerized 

at temperatures beiow Tm to give red or blue polydiacetylenes.21 -26 

22 

Dienoates absorb strongly at about 260 nm (E 20,000) and are photochemically 

initiated above or below T m to yield a polymer that absorbs near 200 nm.27, 28 

Each of these chromophores can be convienientIy initiated by a low pressure 

mercury lamp. Styrene absorbs weakly at 290, 282, and 273 nm (E 15-18) and 

can be polymerized with a high pressure uv lamp29-31. Acryloyl or 

methacryloyl substituted lipids are also photosensitive, but absorb at a 

significantly shorter wavelength (210 nm, E 3000), making irradiation by 

conventional means difficult.32,33 Acryloyl and methacryloyl lipids are 

much more convienientIy polymerized by thermal initiators such as 

peroxides, azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN), or azocyanovaleric acid (ACV A). 34 

Lipids containing disulfide or lipoic acid groups can be polymerized by the 

reducing agent dithiothreitol (DTT).35,36 

These polymerizable groups may be incorporated into one or both of 

the hydrophobic tails near the middle or at the end of the chain(s). Reactive 

groups may also be attached to the hydrophilic head group either directly or 

through a spacer linkage, or electrostatically associated with a charged lipid 

(Figure 7). 
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Figure 7: Placement of polymerizable moiety in synthetic lipids: A) at the end 
of the hydrophobic tail, B) in the center of the tail, C) covalently attached 
either directly or through a spacer linkage to the beadgroup, or D) 
electrostatically associated with the headgroup. 
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In spite of the efforts of a number of scientists involving the 

incorporation of a variety of polymerizable groups into lipids, a relative 

dearth of information is available concerning the characterization of the 

polymers formed in these assemblies. Preliminary molecular weight data are 

available for some vesicle and extended bilayer systems. The number 

average degree of polymerization (Xn) is defined as the average number of 

monomer units contained in a polymer chain. Dorn et al. were the first to 

estimate the Xn in the thermal polymerization of dialkylammonium mono

methacryloyl lipids (1 and 2) in vesicles which yielded a Xn of about 500.37 

This was independently confirmed for a similar lipid (3) by Regen and 

Bolikal (Figure 8)38 
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Figure 8: Comparison of the Xn for ammonium based lipids from Dorn et al. for 
1 and 2 verses that obtained by Regen and Bolikal 3. 
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In contrast, photopolymerization of vinyl-benzoylammonium halide lipids by 

Serrano et al. produced short polymers with Xn of 10 to 20.39 Samuel et al. 

observed that thiosubstituted PC's produced Xn of 17 to 25.40 Neumann et al. 

reported the carbodiimide-induced polycondensation of amphiphilic amino 

acids results in oligopeptides of 2 to 10 peptides.41 Recently, Fendler et al. 

estimated the Xn of a styrene substituted quaternary ammonium lipid 

polymerized in mono layers (Figure 9). 

Figure 9: The styrene substituted quaternary ammonium lipid examined in 
both monolayers and vesicles. 

When high-intensity irradiations (Nd:Y AG laser with 15 ns, 8.9 mJ pulses at 

10 Hz) were used, the Xn was found to range from 11-27. In contrast, when 

low intensity irradiations (200 W mercury lamp with light intensity of 10 !. 3 

mW/cm2) were used, the Xn values were estimated to be a few hundred.42 At 

low-intensity steady-state irradiation, the average chain length of polymers 
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was found to increase from 214 to 314 as the surface pressure was varied 

from 5 to 35 mN/m. At surface pressures greater than 38 mN/m, the 

monolayer is in a condensed state. Hence, the higher Xn values obtained in 

these systems were found to be very close to those of the monolayer 

condensed state. The greater proximity of monomers at higher pressures was 

proposed to increase the effectiveness of radical propagation thereby 

increasing the XII. These Xn . values are significantly higher than those 

obtained for the polymerization of the same surfactant in vesicles, where Xn 

was found to be between 2-10 even at relatively low irradiation levels. 43 The 

authors attribute this observation to the looser lipid packing in vesicles 

compared to compressed monolayers. Therefore molecular packing and 

organization appear to be important parameters for the control of the Xn of a 

particular system. 

Niwa et al. have recently reported a novel xanthate photoinitiator 

which contains two long alkyl chains and is therefore ballasted into the 

bilayer.44 The xanthate group lies in close proximity to a polymerizable 

styrene sulfonate group which is electrostatically associated with the 

headgroup of the lipid. The polymers produced by irradiation of the 

sensitizer were of very high molecular weight (Mn = 3x107, XII = 7xl04). 

Furthermore, only oligomers are formed in the absence of the xanthate 

initiatior and the reported XII is independent of initiator concentration. 

The results shown above do not illuminate which factors control the 

degree of polymerization in two-dimenstional polymerizations. The lack of 

systematic studies has made it difficult to clearly define the fundamental 

principles that underlie this important new class of polymerizations. 
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Clearly, the nature of the reactive group has a strong effect on Xn. But no 

studies to date have systematically examined the variables that control the 

size of the polymers produced in supramolecular assemblies. Accordingly we 

have examined some of the variables that may control the size of polymers 

formed in supramolecular assemblies. Here we describe the relationship 

between monomer and initiator concentrations and their affect on the 

resulting degree of polymerization for acryloyl substituted lipids. 

Thermally initiated free radical polymerizations in solution usually 

have a kinetic chain length, v, which is proportional to the first power of [M] 

and inversely dependent on the square root of [I]. 

derived via the steady-state assumption, which means 

This relationship is 

that the rate of 

The steady-state initiation, Rj, and the rate of termination, Rt , are equal. 

assumption can be made since the concentration of radicals increases 

initially, but almost instantaneously reaches a constant, steady-state value. 

The rate of change of the concentration of radicals quickly becomes and 

remains zero during the course of the polymerization. The kinetic chain 

length is therefore the ratio of Rp, the rate of polymerization, to either Rj, or 

Rr• The expression is also a consequence of the production of two initiator 

fragments per initiator molecule, which are at low enough concentration 

that once the polymer chain is growing it is terminated only by chain-chain 

interactions (coupling and/or disproportionation). In addition it is assumed 

that the reactivity of the radicals are not dependent on the size of the radical 

chain. There is ample experimental evidence that indicates that, although 

radical reactivity depends on molecular size, the effect of size vanishes after 

the dimer or trimer stage.45 For the rate of initiation we have the equation 
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Rj = 2jkdfI] ( 1) 

and the rate of polymerization is given by 

(2) 

Thus the chain termination model gives the following expression of the 

kinetic chain length: 

v = RplRj (3) 

where kp is the rate constant for propagation, kd is the rate constant for 

initiator homolysis, k t is the rate constant for termination, and f is the 

initia tor efficiency. 

The number-average degree of polymerization, Xn, is either equal to 

the kinetic chain length for termination by disproportionation, or is twice 

the kinetic chain length for termination by coupling of two living polymer 

chains. Both coupling and disproportionation are controlled by the diffusion 

of the living end of the polymer radical and require pairing of the electron 

spins. Many polymer radicals terminate predominately or entirely by 

coupling. Studies of small aliphatic radicals clearly support this tendency.46 

However certain features of the monomer structure promote the probability 

of disproportionation. Steric hindrance to bimolecular chain interactions 

will interfere with coupling, and the presence of ~-hydrogens on the radical 
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will facilitate H-transfer. Therefore methyl acrylate polymerizations tend to 

terminate exclusively by coupling, whereas methyl methacrylate 

polymerizations may terminate by disproportionadon as well. 47 An increase 

in polymerization temperature also has an effect on the extent of 

disproportionation. This effect is most pronounced for sterically hindered 

propagating radicals. The extent of disproportionation in methyl 

methacrylate polymerizations increases from 67% at 25°C to 80% at 80 °C.48 

Deviations from the normal bimolecular chain termination model for 

polymer chain growth are found at high initiator to monomer ratios, or at 

high viscosity. Under these conditions the primary radicals formed from the 

initiator may react with the growing polymer chain and provide a third 

route to polymer chain termination, i.e. primary radical termination, which 

has a rate constant, ktp . The rate of polymerization when primary radical 

termination dominates is given by 

(4) 

which translates into the following expression for Xn, for a thermally 

initiated polymerization: 

(5) 

Thus one can gain some information concerning the nature of 

polymerizations by an examination of the dependence of Xn on both monomer 

and initiator concentrations. As seen in equation (2), normal 

polymerizations which terminate by either coupling or disproportionation 
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give rise to a first order dependence on monomer concentration. This 

contrasts with termination by primary radicals in equation (4) which results 

in a second order dependence on the monomer concentration. In addition, 

we see that the Xn is proportional to the inverse square root of the initiator 

concentration for coupling or disproportionation. In the case of primary 

radical termination, Xn is inversely proportional to the initiator 

concentration to the first power. 

The primary focus of this work is to illuminate the factors which 

control the polymerization in two dimensions in lipid bilayers. The effect of 

varying both the initiator and monomer concentrations was examined. This 

information is examined in light of the equations discussed above in order to 

investigate the similarities and/or disimilarities of two-dimensional 

polymerizations compared with conventional solution polymerizations. 
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RESULTS 

LIPID CHOICE 

As interest in the study ,of model biological membranes increased, the 

synthesis of lipids similar to those found in nature became important. 

Phospholipids are one of the three major classes of membrane lipids. 

Therefore, much research has been devoted to the synthesis of a variety of 

phospholipids, some of which incorporate polymerizable groups. 

In the design of a polymerizable lipid, important considerations are 

the choice of polymerizable group (see Fig. 6) and its location within the lipid 

(see Fig. 7). In this study, we are interested in determining the effect of 

variables, e.g. the initiator and monomer concentrations on the polymer size 

(degree of polymerization). Of particular interest is seeing if these 2-

dimensional supramolecular polymerizations occur in a similar manner to 

those found in normal 3-dimensional solution polymerizations. To simplify 

this problem acryloyl and methacryloyl polymerizable groups were chosen 

since there is ample information concerning their polymerization behavior 

in solution and they can be conveniently initiated by thermal, 

photochemical, or redox initiators. The polymerizable groups were 

incorporated into the ends of either one tail (giving rise to linear polymers) 

or both tails (giving rise to cross-linked polymers) of the lipid. Since these 

groups are located in the interior of the bilayer, an oil soluble initiator was 

necessary. Azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) was chosen since it produces less 

side reactions than peroxides, and it decomposes at a lower temperature than 

the common peroxides used in thermal polymerizations. The lipids 

synthesized in this study are shown in Figure 10. 



mono-acryloyl PC 

MAPC 

mono-methacryloyl PC 

MMPC 

bis-metbacryloyl PC 

BMPC 
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Figure 10: Mono- and bis-substituted phospholipids synthesized for use in 
polymerization studies in supramolecular assemblies. 
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LIPID SYNTHESES 

The approach to lipid synthesis for all four lipids was to synthesize the 

required fatty acid and subsequently condense it with either L-a-

Iysopalmitoylphosphatidylcholine to produce the mono-substituted lipids, or 

glycerophosphatidylcholine to produce the bis-substituted compounds. The 

two fatty acids were prepared as shown in Scheme 1. 

o 

HO 
OH Cl~ 

+ 

~ OH 

THF R 

PDC 

D.MF 

Scheme 1: Synthesis of acryloyl and methacryloyl fatty acids 

12-Acry/oy/oxy-l-dodecano/ was synthesized by reaction of a 2.5 molar 

excess of 1, 12-dodecanediol with freshly distilled acryloyl chloride and 

distilled pyridine in THF. One crystal of 2,6-di-t-butyl-p-cresol was added as a 

radical inhibitor. Thin layer chromatography (TLC) showed three spots due 
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to unreacted diol, the hydroxy ester, and the diester. Preliminary purification 

was achieved by dissolving the crude material (as much as possible) in 

carbon tetrachloride, then cooling and filtering off the unreacted diol. 

Approximately 60% of the unreacted diol was recovered by this process for 

use in subsequent reactions. The product was then purified by flash 

chromatography on silica gel. The purified product was a colorless oil 

typically with 45-55% yield. IH NMR can be seen in Appendix A. 

12-Acryloyl-I-dodecanoic acid was prepared by oxidation of the 

hydroxy ester with 3.5 molar excess of pyridinium dichromate (PDq in DMF. 

Inhibitor was added as described above. The reaction was run for varying 

lengths of time. No significant differences were found in percent yield of 

reaction when run I, 2, or 3 days. The product was worked up by a variety of 

methods. Initially, the crude reaction product was mixed as a slurry with 

silica gel, then filtered, and washed with excess diethyl ether. However, 

often the yields by this process were low (-20-30%). Skipping this step and 

directly pouring the mixture into water followed by extraction with ether 

resulted in a higher yield, but at a cost of increased emulsion problems 

during the process. Another problem associated with this reaction involved 

the removal of DMF from the reaction mixture. Most of the DMF was removed 

during the extraction process, but usually a small amount of DMF could not be 

removed even after multiple extractions. This problem could be alleviated 

through the use of a nonpolar solvent for extraction such as hexane. 

Invariably, almost half the product was lost by this process since it would not 

partition into the hexane phase as well as into ether. The final difficulty 

associated with this reaction is the appearance of an unidentified impurity 
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which is seen in the 1 H NMR as two triplets each approximately 0.2 ppm 

upfield from the two methylene peaks associated a to the carboxylic acid and 

a to the acryloyl ester. These impurities comprise about 20% of the crude 

reaction material and are a result of some type of side reaction with PDC. 

They are never seen in the tlrst reaction of acryloyl chloride with diol. The 

impurity is very difficult to separate from the product and cannot be seen as 

a distinct spot on TLC in either chloroform or ethyl acetate and hexane 

mixtures. As a result, the amount of pure isola table material in this reaction 

is variable and ranges from 0 to approximately 45%. Clearly more work is 

necessary in improving this reaction. I am currently investigating other 

oxidation methods. 1 H NMR can be seen in Appendix A. 

12-Merhacryloyloxy-l-dodecanol was synthesized by reaction of a 2.5 

molar excess of I, 12-dodecanediol with freshly distilled methacryloyi 

chloride and distilled pyridine in THF. This reaction was executed in 

essentially the same manner as described above for the synthesis of 12-

acryloyl-l-dodecanol. However, in the reactions with methacrylates, the 2,6-

di-t-butyl-p-cresol radical inhibitor was even more important. The 

methacrylates in general were much more reactive than the corresponding 

acrylates. This is true for all steps in the synthesis of these lipids. TLC again 

showed three spots due to unreacted diol, the hydroxy ester, and the diester. 

Preliminary purification was achieved by dissolving the crude material (as 

much as possible) in carbon tetrachloride, then cooling and filtering off the 

unreacted diol. Approximately 60% of the unreacted diol was recovered by 

this process for use in subsequent reactions. The product was then purified 
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by flash chromatography on silica gel. The purified product was a colorless 

oil obtained in 40-50% yield. 1 H NMR can be seen in Appendix A. 

12-Methacryloyloxy-l-dodecanoic acid was prepared in the same 

manner as described above for the acryloyl fatty acid. The same problems 

were encountered with this reaction as described for the oxidation step for 

the acryloyl fatty acid. Interestingly, these problems were not encountered 

in the similiarly prepared IO-sorbyloxy-l-decanoic acid49. IH NMR can be 

seen in Appendix A. 

nee 
DMAP 

+ 

Scheme 2: Synthesis of mono-substituted acryloyl and methacryloyl 
phospholipids. 
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J -Palmitoyl-2-[ J 2-(acryloyloxy )dodecanoylJ-sn-g lycero-3-

phophorylcholine was synthesized by reaction of L-cx

Iysopalmitoylphosphatidylcholine with 3' molar equivalents of acryloyl fatty 

acid and equivalent each of dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) and 

dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) in chloroform. The two mono-substituted 

lipids were prepared as shown in Scheme 2. The reaction was run in the dark 

with I crystal of 2,6-di-t-butyl-p-cresol as inhibitor for two days. It was 

important for the DCC to be fresh since it decomposes over time with exposure 

to moisture. The yield was also lowered and the purification was more 

difficult if the DMAP was not recrystallized before use. Ion exchange resin 

was used to remove the DMAP during workup. Chromatographic purification 

was not trivial and best results were obtained by washing the column with a 

relatively nonpolar mixture (911) (CHCI3/CH30H) to elute unreacted fatty acid 

and DCC condensation products. This was followed by elution of a mixture of 

(65/25/1) (CHCI3/CH30HIH20) to separate any remaining DMAP from 

unreacted headgroup and the desired lipid. The addition of water into the 

elution solvent was found to significantly help the resolution of various 

components. The lipid had a well defined spot at an Rf of 0.30 in (65/25/4) 

(CHCI3/CH30HlH20) whereas in (40/60) (CHCI3/CH30H) the lipid spot streaked 

from an Rf of 0.1 to 0.4. Yields were in the 40% range. Higher yields may be 

obtained by letting the reaction proceed for longer than two days due to the 

sluggishness of acylation at the secondary glycerol position of the 

headgroup. TLC shows the unreacted Iyso PC is one of the major impurities. 

However, this is achieved at the expense of both 1,2- and 1,3-diacyl migration 

that can occur over longer periods of time.50 The 1,3-diacyl PC is difficult to 
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remove by chromatography while the 1,2-diacyl PC would not be resolved by 

column chromatography. IH NMR can be seen in Appendix A. 

I-Palmitoyl-2-[ 12- (methacryloyloxy )dodecanoylJ-sn-glycero-3-

phophorylcholine was synthesized in exactly the same manner as described 

above for the mono-acryloyl lipid. The most important point to consider is 

the addition of inhibitor in this reaction. In many cases, the acrylate 

synthesis can be accomplished without inhibitor, but inthe corresponding 

methacrylate synthesis polymerization will occur before product is formed in 

at least 50% of the cases. IH NMR can be seen in Appendix A. 

Dee 
DMAP 

+ 

Scheme 3: Synthesis of bis-substituted acryloyl and methacryloyl 
phospholipids. 
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1.2-bis [12- (Acryloyloxy )dodecanolJ-sn-g lyce ro-3-phosphorylcholine 

was synthesized by condensation of L-glycerophosphorylcholine-cadmium 

chloride (GPC) with five equivalents of acryloyl fatty acid by DCC using DMAP 

as a catalyst. The two bis-substituted lipids were prepared as shown in 

Scheme 3. The reaction mixture was run for six days in the dark with I 

crystal of 2,6-di-t-butyl-p-cresol as inhibitor. This reaction could be run 

longer than the reactions for the mono-substituted lipids since 1,2 acyl 

migration was not a concern. In addition, at room temperature, very little of 

the 1,3 product was seen by TLC. The chromatographic purification was 

executed in the same manner as above for the mono-substituted lipids. Yields 

ranged from 40-60%. IH NMR can be seen in Appendix A. 

1.2-bis [12- (Methacryloyloxy )dodecanolJ-sn-glycero-3-phosphoryl

choline was also synthesized in the same manner as described for the 

corresponding bis-acryloyl lipid. The same precautions regarding use of an 

inhihitor in the synthesis of mono-methacryloyl lipid is also true for this 

lipid. To give an example of the reactivity of this lipid, a pure sample of this 

lipid was evaporated to dryness using a stream of argon, then the sample was 

left under high vacuum (0.1 torr) in the dark for 2 hr. Upon taking the 

sample up in chloroform, much of it was found to be insoluble indicating the 

sample had polymerized with no initiator. IH NMR can be seen in Appendix 

A. 

Lipids were soluble in chloroform, dichloromethane, acetonitrile, 

benzene, and tetrahydrofuran. The Jipids were stored as a stock solution 

frozen at -20°C in benzene at a concentration of 25 mg/ml. Lipids stored in 
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this manner are stable for 6-12 months, after which column chromatography 

is necessary for purification. 

SUPRAMOLECULAR ASSEMBLY FORMATION 

Extended bilayers 

The desired lipid was evaporated from a stock solution in benzene and 

mixed with the appropriate amount of initiator from a stock AIBN solution 

also in benzene. The mixture was dried by passing a stream of argon over the 

sample in a glass ampoule. The sample was then dried for one hour under 

high vacuum and was kept from light. The sample was not placed under 

vacuum any longer than necessary since polymerization occurred in some 

cases (especially the methacrylates). The samples were kept from light since 

AIBN photodecomposes. MilliQ water was outgassed by vacuum to remove 

dissolved oxygen, and then saturated with argon. The appropriate amount of 

outgassed MilliQ water was added to the sample to adjust the lipid 

concentration. The ampoules were bubbled with argon again before sealing 

with a rubber septum. The samples were heated above their lipid phase 

transition, vortexed, then cooled in an ice bath below T m. This was repeated 

three times. The samples were bubbled again with argon after assembly 

formation as an added precaution, then polymerized as described below. 

Extruded vesicles 
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A mixture of lipid and initiator was dried and the lipid film was 

hydrated with MiIliQ water as described above. The mixture was frozen in dry 

ice/acetone then slowly thawed in a water bath at room temperature. This 

cycle was repeated 10 times. The samples were extruded ten times through 

two 0.2 Ilm Nucleopore polycarbonate membrane filters with N2 at 45°C using 

a stainless steel extruder. The samples were still somewhat opaque after the 

first extrusion, but were clear after three extrusions. After extrusion the 

samples were flushed with argon before sealing the ampoule with a rubber 

septum. 

DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING CALORIMETRY 

Sample preparation - Approximately 1 mg of lipid was obtained from a 

stock lipid solution and evaporated to dryness. 

hydrated with sufficient phosphate buffer 

The thin lipid film was 

solution to yield a lipid 

concentration of 1 mg/ml. The sample was vortexed above its T m, and then 

was frozen in dry ice/acetone and thawed slowly in a water bath at room 

temperature. This freeze-thaw cycle was repeated ten times. 

Calorimetry - A Microcal model DA-2 high-resolution differential 

scanning microcalorimeter was employed for studying the thermotropic 

phase behavior of the synthetic lipids. Prior to use, both the sample and 

reference buffer solutions were outgassed. A total volume of approximately 

1.5 ml was necessary for filling the calorimeter cells. Air bubbles were 

removed by forceful expulsion of the sample through the syringe into the 

bottom of the cells thereby sending trapped air to the surface. The cells were 
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placed under a constant pressure by a N2 cylinder. A constant temperature 

circulating bath was used to equilibrate the jacket and cells to at least 10 °C 

below the T m of the lipid of interest. The scans were stopped about 10 °C 

above the T m. The DSC traces were recorded during heating of the samples, 

and the scan rate was set at 10 °C/hr for all samples. The transition 

temperatures (T m) were determined from the transition peaks at the maximal 

excess heat capacity. The calorimetric enthalpies of the transition (MI) and 

Vant Hoff enthalpies (*H) were calculated from the peak areas with the aid of 

software provided by Microcal Co. The cooperativity of the transition (CU), 

that is the number of lipids undergoing transition at once, was calculated by 

dividing the Vant Hoff enthalpy by the calorimetric enthalpy. 
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Table I: Physical characteristics of acry loyl and methacryloyl lipids 
determined by DSC including the melt transition temperature (T m), the 
calorimetric enthalpy (aH), the Vant Hoff enthalpy (H*), and the 
cooperativity of the transition (CU). DSC thermograms can be seen in 
Appendix B. 

File Width at 
half height 

(OC) 

mono-Acryloyl PC 

s85a 
s85b 
s85c 

average 

0.70 
0.74 
0.82 

0.75.::.0.06 

mono-Methacryloyl PC 

s86d 
s86e 
s86f 

average 

1.50 
1.35 
1.30 

1.38.::.0.10 

bis-Acryloyl PC 

s88a 0.88 
0.75 
0.65 

s88b 
s88c 

average 0.76.::.0.12 

bis-Methacryloyl PC 

s94ba 
s94ca 
s94da 
s94ea 

average 

1.30 
1.35 
1.43 
1.39 

1.37+0.06 

31.8 
31.8 
31.7 

31.8.::.0.06 

11.4 
11.4 
11.4 

11.4.::.0 

30.1 
30.0 
30.0 

30.0.::.0.06 

-4.3 
-4.4 
-4.4 
-4.5 

-4.4.::.0.08 

aH H* 
(kcaI/mol) (kcaI/mol) 

9.0 
9.2 
8.4 

8.9.::.0.42 

10.3 
10.5 
10.8 

10.5.::.0.25 

6.2 
7.1 
7.3 

6.9.::.0.59 

5.3 
5.4 
4.9 
5.5 

5.3.::.0.26 

736 
626 
617 

660.::.66 

386 
397 
414 

399.::.14 

865 
789 
741 

798.::.63 

522 
519 
501 
480 

506.::.19 

POLYMERIZATION OF SUPRAMOLECULAR ASSEMBUES 

cu 

81.8 
61.3 
73.2 

72.1.::.10 

37.6 
37.8 
38.2 

37.9.::.0.31 

140.3 
110.9 
102.0 

117.8.::.20 

97.9 
95.9 
102.3 
87.6 

95.9.::.6.2 

The samples were flushed with argon before and after assembly 

formation as described in the Supramolecular Assembly Formation section. 

This was found to be very important since oxygen inhibits the 
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polymerization reaction. The samples were placed under argon in an oil bath 

at 70°C for 18 hrs. With extended bilayers, occasionally portions of the 

sample would settle after polymerization overnight. The samples were always 

homogeneous for the first five to eight hours. Settling of the lipid bilayers 

was more evident in the mixed lipid cases and was not observed in the case of 

extruded samples. 

CLEAVAGE REACTION 

After polymerization, the supramolecular assemblies were lyophilized. 

The polymer was insoluble in hexane, ether, chloroform, benzene, 

acetonitrile, tetrahydrofuran, dimethylformamide, and dimethylsulfoxide. 

The samples were only sparingly soluble in dry hexafluoroisopropanol. 

Since the samples were insoluble in solvents suitable for SEC, a protocol was 

developed to modify the polymerized lipid to enhance its solubility. It was 

assumed that the major problem associated with the solubility of these 

polymers was the zwitterionic headgroup. 

the headgroup from the hydrophobic 

Consequently, a method to cleave 

tails should greatly enhance the 

solubility of these polymers. Boron trifluoride in methanol has been 

reported as a useful reagent for the methylation of fatty acids as well as their 

cleavage from a variety of lipid headgroups51. The procedure was found to 

be more rapid than cleavage by acidic or basic hydrolysis followed by 

methy lation. Due to its rapid nature, this method was chosen for 

investigation since it was expected that reactions with polymers would be 

significantly slower than the corresponding model lipid reactions. 
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Methyl palmitate 

Palmitic acid was mixed with BF3-MeOH (12% by wt.) to investigate the 

esterification reaction on a model fatty acid. The palmitic acid went into 

solution as the reaction proceeded. After IS hrs, the reaction was neutralized 

with solid NaHC03 until evolution of C02 had stopped. The mixture was 

extracted with CHCl3 and H20. The organic phase was dried over MgS04, and 

the solution was filtered and the filtrate was evaporated. The IH NMR 

confirmed the existence of the methyl ester with a singlet at l) 3.65. The TLC 

showed only one spot confirming the presence of methyl palmitate. 

Methyl oleate 

The cleavage reaction was examined with dioleoylphosphatidylcholine 

(DOPC) to investigate the cleavage reaction on a model lipid. DOPC was mixed 

with BF3-MeOH and after IS hrs, the solution was neutralized by solid NaHC03 

until no more C02 evolved. The mixture was extracted with CHCl3 and H20 and 

the organic phase was dried with MgS04. The solution was filtered and the 

filtrate was evaporated. The NMR showed both the methyl ester and the vinyl 

protons. In addition the choline headgroup protons were absent and the TLC 

also showed one spot at the same Rf as methyl palmitate. 

Monomeric mono-acryloyl PC cleavage reaction 
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The cleavage reaction was studied with mono-acryloyl PC for two 

reasons. First it was necessary to make sure the reaction proceeded in a 

similar fashion as the above model lipids. It was also important to make sure 

the cleavage reaction conditions would not affect the polymerizable group. 

In addition, it was necessary to make sure that the cleavage reaction occurred 

at both tails. Since this lipid is unsymmetrical, the cleavage reaction would 

be a test which would confirm if the reaction is taking place at both acyl 

cha ins. 

The mono-acryloyl PC was evaporated to dryness from the stock PC 

solution. The 12% BF3-MeOH was added and the solution was stirred at room 

temperature for 4 hrs. The solution was neutralized by solid NaHC03 until no 

more C02 evolved. The mixture was extracted with CHCl3 and H20 and the 

organic phase was dried with Na2S04. The solution was filtered and the 

filtrate was evaporated and the lH NMR was taken. The lH NMR showed the 

headgroup was completely cleaved (see Appendix A9). The methyl ester peak 

and the acrylate polymerizable group were both present which showed the 

reactive group was unaffected by the reaction conditions and proved that 

both tails were cleaved by the reaction. 

A complicating factor in this reaction is the possibility of cleavage at 

two different positions in the polymerizable tail (see Fig. 11). Cleavage can 

occur at the carbonyl associated with the acrylate polymerizable group, or 

cleavage can occur at the carbonyl group attached to the secondary hydroxyl 

of the glycerol backbone. The extent of cleavage can be monitored by 

comparison of the integration of a lH NMR peak that is constant through the 

course of the cleavage reaction compared to a peak that changes with the 
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extent of cleavage. The methylene peak ex. to the carbonyl attached to the 

glycerol backbone (MGE) remained constant. This peak is a triplet at l) 2.28 

ppm which integrates to four protons since there are two acyl chains. The 

cleavage . reaction did not alter the position and intensity of these peaks. The 

methylene peak ex. to the hydroxyl group from the cleavage product methyl

l2-hydroxydodecanoate is a logical choice for determination of the extent of 

cleavage. However, this peak is found at 3.62 ppm and is buried under the 

peak due to the methyl ester protons at 3.65 ppm. The methylene attached 

directly to the oxygen of the acrylate group (MVE) changes integration 

depending on the extent of cleavage. Before cleavage, this methylene peak is 

found as a triplet at l) 4.12 ppm and integrates to two protons for the mono

substituted lipids, and four protons for the bis-substituted compounds. After 

cleavage, this integration is variable and (in the case of the mono substituted 

lipids) would equal two for cleavage which results in 100% of the long chain 

fatty acid methyl ester, down to an integration of zero for 100% of the methyl 

acry la te product. 
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2.28 ppm 

Figure 11: The products associated with the cleavage reaction of 
unpolymerized mono-acryloyl PC and the 1 H NMR resonances for the peaks 
which indicate the extent of cleavage. The peak at li 2.28 (MGE protons) 
integrates to a constant 4 protons which is in contrast to the peak at b 4.12 
(M VE protons) which integrate between 0 and 2 protons. 

Polymeric mono-acryloyl PC cleavage reaction 

The two most significant differences between the monomeric mono-

acryloyl PC cleavage reaction and the polymeric cleavage reaction are the 
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length of time necessary for the cleavage reaction to take place and the 

solubility problems associated with the polymer in methanol. The 

insolubility of the polymer makes it difficult to cleave the product all the way 

down to the backbone due to the polymer's conformation in methanol. A 

benzene co-solvent is necessary for this reaction since methanol is a poor 

solvent for polymers. The monomer and polymer solubilities were examined 

in benzene. Successful polymerized samples were insoluble in benzene, 

whereas unpolymerized samples are completely soluble. The polymer in 

methanol is thought to have a compact globular shape that is tightly 

associated with itself. In this conformation, the cleavage reagent is unable to 

penetrate the polymer network and is therefore very inefficient at cleaving 

the polymer. As the concentration of benzene is increased, the conformation 

of the polymer expands which enables the cleavage reagent to penetrate the 

polymer network. This is evidenced by comparing two polymerized samples: 

one in 12% BF3-MeOH and the other in a 1:1 mixture of benzene and 12% BF3-

MeOH. After one day, the sample with benzene will have small particles 

which are somewhat solvated, while the pure 12% BF3-MeOH reaction will 

show appreciable amounts of insoluble polymer material. After two days the 

I: I mixture will have very little insoluble material, while the 12% BF3-MeOH 

sample will not change in appearance. Even after five days the work-up of 

the 12% BF3-MeOH sample will not yield enough cleaved polymer for SEC 

analysis. 

Initial studies were conducted with one to one mixtures of benzene and 

12% BF3-MeOH. Although reactions were run at 35-40 °C for as little as 24 hr, 

a larger amount of the cleaved polymer was usually obtained after two or 



three days reaction. Reactions 

percentage of the BF3-MeOH reagent. 
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were also examined using a higher 

This did not produce a shorter reaction 

time for cleavage and in fact may have slowed the reaction due to the- lower 

solubility in this solvent mixture. Reactions were also examined with higher 

concentrations of benzene. For many reactions a three to one mixture of 

benzene to BF3-MeOH seemed to work well. The molecular weight of the 

polymer had an effect on the cleavage reaction. Higher molecular weight 

polymers had a relatively higher percentage of the long chain component 

whereas the shorter polymers were cleaved more efficiently. This was 

thought to be due to the increased difficulty of the reagent to penetrate 

larger polymer chains in order to cleave the polymer completely. The 

reaction was worked up in the same manner as described for the 

unpolymerized sample. 

Mixed lipid cleavage reaction 

Mixed lipid polymerizations were executed with mono-acryloyl PC and 

DMPC as the non-polymerizable component. After the polymerization was 

completed, the sample was lyophilized and DMPC was removed by washing 

with chloroform. DMPC was found to be very soluble in chloroform. The 

efficiellcy of the washing was examined by TLC. A TLC of the remaining 

polymer solution in (65/25/4) (chloroform/methanol/water) showed no 

remaining DMPC after 3 washes with 3 ml of chloroform. The DMPC removal 

procedure was necessary to simplify the analysis of the cleaved polymer 

products. This was a problem since there was a potential for the small 
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molecule peaks to overlap with the polymer peak. This was further 

complicated due to the fact that many of the polymeric peaks analyzed in the 

mixed lipid systems were of low molecular weight which made the resolution 

between these peaks even worse. However, when the DMPC was removed as 

described above, this problem was solved. After removal of the DMPC, the 

remaining polymeric material was subjected to the standard cleavage 

conditions described above. 

Analysis of cleavage reaction 

The relative amounts of long and short side-chain methyl esters 

(copolymer distribution) were determined by IH NMR. This was 

accomplished by comparing the integration of a peak associated with the 

long side-chain polymer with a peak whose relative intensity remained 

constant during the course of the cleavage reaction and hence is not affected 

by the nature of the cleavage reaction. The peak chosen for this analysis is 

at l> 3.90 which is the methylene a to the polymer backbone, and is referred to 

as the a methylene vinyl ester (PMVE) peak. This peak bas shifted upfield 

from its position at l> 4.12 (MVE) in the unpolymerized sample due the 

decrease in electron withdrawing capability of the acryloyl group upon 

polymerization. In addition, the peak is no longer a triplet, but rather a 

broad singlet. The pMVE peak is absent if the BF3-MeOH is able to cleave alI 

the way down the polymer backbone. The pMVE peak is compared to the 

triplet at l> 2.28, which is due to the two methylene groups a to the carbonyls 

of the ester groups attached to the glycerol portion of the lipid. This triplet 

will be referred to as the a methylene glycerol ester (MGE) peak. The MGE 
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peak is constant and integrates to 4 H. This is compared to the pMVE peak at /) 

3.90 which varies from an integration of two protons for a polymer 

consisting exclusively of the long side-chain ester to an integration of zero 

protons in the case of 100% short side-chain ester (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12: The products associated with the cleavage reaction of polymerized 
mono-aery loy 1 PC and the 1 H NMR resonances for the peaks which indicate 
the extent of cleavage. The peak at l) 2.28 (MGE protons) integrates to a 
constant 4 protons in contrast to the peak at l) 3.90 (pMVE protons) which 
integrates between 0 and 2 protons. 
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SIZE EXCLUSION CHROMATOGRAPHY 

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) experiments were performed on 

a Waters chromatography workstation with a ultrastyragel linear mixed bed 

column and chloroform as the mobile phase. 

linear from a Mn of 2,000 to over 4 million. 

The column is reported to be 

The chloroform was filtered and 

purged with helium prior to use. Due to the absence of a chromophore 

absorbing in the UV or visible wavelength ranges, all samples were detected 

using a differential refractometer. 

After the cleavage reaction, the samples were concentrated in CHCI3 to 

approximately 200 ,.d. The degree of polymerization of each sample was 

determined by injecting the cleaved polymer into the sample loop at a flow 

rate of 1.0 mVmin in CHCI3. The RI detector had to be equilibrated for at least 

4 hours prior to injection to obtain a reasonable baseline at a 1/2X 

attenuation setting. The detector could not be stabilized at the most sensitive 

detector setting (1I4X). It was necessary to have the mobile phase pass 

through the reference cell at the beginning of each session for 

approximately IO minutes at 0.5 mUm in, then switched to the sample cell and 

the flowrate increased to the standard 1.0 mllmin for all trials. Care was 

taken to never switch back to the reference cell while the flow rate was at 1.0 

mllmin since the reference cell cannot withstand a backpressure greater 

than 100 psi. Typically the standard backpressure of the system at a flowrate 

of 1.0 ml/min was 200-301) psi. When the backpressure exceeded this level, 

the in line filters were removed and cleaned by sonication in methanol. This 
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returned the backpressure to normal levels. Each sample was injected at least 

3 times and the results averaged. 

The GPC column was calibrated with PMMA standards of narrow 

polydispersity (typically Mw/Mn 1.1 or less) with number average 

molecular weights ranging from 4100 to 1.3 million. The calibration curve fit 

was linear and had a correlation coefficient of 0.998. Nine standards were 

used ranging from a Mn of 4100 to 1.3 million. Run times were 12 minutes 

with most polymer fractions found between 6 and 10 minutes. The data 

acquisition rate was set at 2 points/second. The program requires the 

chromatogram to have a minimum of 40 slices per polymer peak. Most 

polymer peaks had an average of 60-70 slices. This usually corresponded to 

one slice every 1 or 2 seconds depending on the polydispersity of the sample. 

The Peaks portions of the Integration Parameters were determined by 

running a trial low concentration (0.05% by weight) injection of a standard. 

From this chromatograph, one chooses the smallest peak one wants the 

instrument to detect along with areas designated which represent acceptable 

portions of the baseline. From this information, the program automatically 

determines the Peak Integration Parameters. Analysis of the chromatograms 

was accomplished by comparing at least three injections to make sure the 

peaks analyzed were represented in several chromatograms and not artifacts 

due to baseline drift or other types of fluctuation. Once this was 

accomplished the appropriate chromatogram was loaded into memory. then 

start and endpoints for the baseline and peak were chosen in the Slices 

portion of the Integration Parameter section. Once a satisfactory baseline 

has been established, Run is chosen from the Execute Methods dialog box. 
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Then the sample is chosen for analysis and Edit Queue Parameters is chosen 

from the Edit dialogue box. It is here that one chooses the options for the 

printed report. This was executed as recommended in the operator's manual. 

The SEC report gives the number and weight average molecular weights as 

well as polydispersity and a printout of the sliced peaks and the integration 

of each slice. From this information the degree of polymerization could be 

calculated by knowing the copolymer distribution resulting from the 

cleavage reaction. 

Detector sensitivity 

Several different concentrations of PMMA standards of both high (Mn 

1,300,000) and low (Mn = 60,000) molecular weight were examined by SEC to 

determine if the refractive index detector was of the same sensitivity at 

different retention times. This was executed to make sure that samples with 

wide polydispersities showed an accurate portrayal of their molecular weight 

distribution. If this was not the case, then the resulting values obtained for 

Mn and Mw could be significantly affected. The plot of maximal peak voltage 

versus PMMA concentration for Mn = 60,000 gave a straight line fit according 

to the equation y = -0.0383 + 0.5294x and correlation coefficient of 0.997. This 

is similar to the same plot for Mn = 1,300,000 which gave a straight line fit of y 

-0.000776 + O.524x and a correlation coefficient of 0.999. The detector is 

slightly more sensitive for samples of Mn = 60,000 since its y intercept is 

slightly lower than for Mn = 1,300,000. However, at concentrations from 0.2 to 

0.7 mg/ml the difference in sensitivity is minimal as can be seen in the 

graph in Figure 13. These are the approximate concentration ranges at 

which the polymers in this study were examined. Therefore at these levels, 
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the refractive index detector's sensitivity appears to he consistent at 

different polymer molecular weights. 
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Figure 13: The refractive index detector's sensitivity to PMMA standards of Mn 
= 60,000 compared to Mn = 1,300,000. The equation for the linear fit for Mn = 
60,000 was y = -.038301 + 0.52943x with R = 0.99736 and the equation for Mn = 
1,300,000 was y = -0.00077603 + 0.52364x with R = 0.99927. 

DEGREE OF POL YMERIZA nON OF MONO-SUBST1TUTED LIPIDS 

The degree of polymerization of mono-a cry loy 1 PC was examined at a 

variety of initiator concentrations to determine its order of dependence. The 

initiator concentration is expressed in mmoles AIBN per ml of H20. It is 

assumed that the initiator is present almost exclusively in the bilayer since 
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AIBN is an oil-soluble initiator. The relative degree of polymerization was 

examined at monomer to initiator ratios (Mil) of 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40. The 

results of the size exclusion chromatographic analysis of the cleaved 

polymers are found in Table 2 below. All molecular weights are relative to 

PMMA. The Xn was calculated by dividing the number average molecular 

weight (Mn) obtained from SEC by the average monomer molecular weight of 

the copolymer which is calculated from the IH NMR of the cleaved polymer. 
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Table 2: The SEC analysis of the cleaved polymerized mono-acryloyl PC at 
different initiator concentrations. In all cases the monomer concentration 
was kept constant at 5 mglml. Included in this table is the monomer to 
initiator ratio (Mil), the percentage of short and long side-chain copolymer, 
the number and weight average molecular weights (M ll, Mw) of the cleaved 
polymer, the polydispersity (POI) of the cleaved polymer, and the calculated 
number average degree of polymerization (Xn) of the cleaved polymer. All 
SEC traces can be seen in Appendix C. 

File 
t297a 
t297b 
t297c 

average 
t I OOb 
tl00c 
t lOla 
t 1 0 1 b 
tl0ld 
t286b 
t286c 
t286d 
t287c 
t287d 

average 
t267a 
t267b 
t281a 

average 
t 17d 
t 17f 
t50b 
t59f 
t59g 
t59h 
t59i 
t83e 
t83f 
t84b 
t84c 

average 

tl07a 
tl07b 
t 107c 
t292a 
t292b 

average 

Mil 
5 
5 
5 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

20 
20 
20 

30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 

40 
40 
40 
40 
40 

%Short 
62 
62 
62 

33 
33 
20 
20 
20 
26 
26 
26 
09 
09 

61 
61 
57 

70 
70 
88 
74 
74 
74 
74 
74 
74 
96 
96 

78 
78 
78 
42 
42 

%Long 
38 
38 
38 

67 
67 
80 
80 
80 
74 
74 
74 
91 
91 

39 
39 
43 

30 
30 
12 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
04 
04 

22 
22 
22 
58 
58 

Mn 
32,240 
40,920 
39,566 

102,287 
104,404 
96,737 
101,248 
102,362 
87,838 
94,596 
83,146 
108,903 
107,894 

Mw 
85,197 
159,118 
143,586 

484,172 
492,989 
459,232 
468,679 
471,362 
379,426 
497,824 
463,897 
409,700 
407,111 

107,888 121,004 
100,704 113,544 
138,280 459,820 

221,676 
239,588 
169,008 
187,295 
187,646 
184,827 
198,528 
194,856 
196,296 
147,801 
149,754 

263,162 
243,365 
256,422 
392,077 
374,449 

355,589 
367,980 
370,132 
550,930 
655,975 
1186281 
927,187 
608,330 
705,281 
287,809 
357,576 

866,185 
797,889 
769,831 
2077483 
1633994 

POI 
2.64 
3.89 
3.63 

4.73 
4.72 
4.75 
4.63 
4.60 
4.32 
5.26 
5.58 
3.76 
3.77 

1.12 
1.13 
3.33 

1.60 
1.54 
2.20 
2.94 
3.50 
6.41 
4.67 
3.12 
3.59 
1.95 
2.39 

3.29 
3.28 
3.00 
5.30 
4.36 

Xn 
200 
254 
245 

233.:!:.29 
468 
477 
396 
414 
419 
377 
406 
357 
409 
405 

413.:!:.37 
661 
617 
808 

695.:!:.100 
1,525 
1,648 
1,540 
1,362 
1,362 
1,344 
1,444 
1,417 
1,428 
1,574 
1,594 
1,476 
.:!:.105 
2,022 
1,870 
1,971 
1,952 
1,864 

1,936.:!:.68 
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These experimentally determined Xn from Table 2 were plotted as a 

function of the inverse of the square root of the molar initiator 

concentration. This plot can be seen in Figure 14. The corrt!lation 

coefficient is 0.924 which shows the fit is poor. 
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Figure 14: The degree of polymerization of mono-acryloyl PC (Xn) and its 
dependence on the inverse square root of the initiator concentration ([I]). 
The equation for the linear fit is y = -302.6 + 24.775x. R = 0.9245. 

When the degree of polymerization of mono-acryloyl PC was plotted as 

a fune,ion of the inverse of the initiator concentration (Fig. 15), the 

correlation coefficient was 0.989. Therefore the Xn appears to be inversely 

proportional to the initiator concentration for mono-aery loy 1 PC. 
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Figure 15: The degree of polymerization of mono-acryloyl PC (Xn) and its 
dependence on the inverse of the initiator concentration ([I)). The equation 
for the linear fit is y = -58.689 + 0.32527x. R = 0.9891. 

In another test of the order of the degree of polymerization with 

respect to the initiator concentration, the log of Xn was plotted as a function 

of the log of the initiator concentration (Fig. 16). The slope of the plot gives 

the order of the polymerization with respect to the initiator concentration. 

The slope of the graph is -1.002 indicating an inverse relationship and first 

order dependence of the Xn on initiator concentration. 
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Figure 16: The degree of polymerization of mono-acryloyl PC (Xn) and its 
dependence on the initiator concentration ([I]). The equation for the linear 
fit is y = -0.55404 - 1.0067x. R = 0.98522. 

Effect of the cleavage reaction on the degree of polymerization 

In order to see if the cleavage reaction had an effect on our 

measurement of the degree of polymerization, samples were polymerized and 

then divided in half. Each half was then subjected to different cleavage 

conditions in order to test whether polymers with the same molecular weight 

distributions, but different copolymer compositions, gave similar values for 

the degree of polymerization. In practice it was difficult to control the extent 

of cleavage. Experiments were run at monomer to initiator ratios (MIl) of 10 

and 30. Thus the polymers examined had both relatively low and high 

degrees of polymerization. In both cases the copolymer composition with 
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higher percentages of short side-chain copolymer apparently gave higher 

degrees of polymerization as determined by SEC. However, the values 

obtained were within the range of error of those found in other 

polymerizations with the same Mil ratios. 

Table 3: The effect of the extent of cleavage reaction on the degree of 
polymerization for mono-acryloyl PC at Mil = lO. 

File Mil % short % long Mn Mw POI Xn 
t 100b 10 33 67 102,287 484,172 4.73 468 
tlOOc 10 33 67 104,404 492,989 4.72 477 

average 472~6 
tlOla 10 20 80 96,737 459,232 4.75 396 
t 1 01 b 10 20 80 101,248 468,679 4.69 414 
t 1 Old 10 20 80 102,362 471,362 4.60 419 

average 4lO~12 

Table 4: The effect of the extent of cleavage reaction on the degree of 
polymerization for mono-acryloyl PC at Mil = 30. 

File Mil % short % long Mn Mw POI Xn 
t83e 30 74 26 194,856 608,330 3.12 1,423 
t83f 30 74 26 196,296 705,281 3.59 1,428 

average 1,426~4 
t84b 30 96 04 147,801 287,809 1.95 1,574 
t84c 30 96 04 149,754 357,576 2.39 1,594 

average 1,584~14 

In separate data analyses, all of the degree of polymerization data for 

Mil = lO and 30 were plotted as a function of their % short side-chain 

composition (Figs. 17 & 18). Examination of the graphs does not appear to 

show a trend of either increasing or decreasing Xn values with increasing % 

of short side-chain copolymer. In light of this information, it does not 

appear that varying the percentage of short versus long side-chain 

copolymer has a significant effect on the measured Xn in these systems. 
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Figure 17: The effect of the extent of cleavage reaction on the degree of 
polymerization for mono-acryloyl PC at MIl = 10 for all polymerizations (0 
Xn) including those which were split ( m Xn split) before the cleavage 
reaction from Table 3. 
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Figure 18: The effect of the extent of cleavage reaction on the degree of 
polymerization for mono-a cry loy I PC at MIl = 30 for all polymerizations (0 
Xn) including those which were split ( fiJ Xn) before the cleavage reaction 
from Table 4. 

For further analysis of the effect of the cleavage reaction on the 

degree of polymerization. a plot was constructed from the data in Table 2. The 

degree of polymerization was plotted vs. 1/[1] for data points where the 

copolymer composition was greater than 50% short side-chain copolymer. 

This plot was superimposed over a plot consisting only of data points where 

the copolymer composition was greater than 50% long side-chain copolymer. 

This plot can be seen in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: Comparison of the dependence of the degree of polymerization of 
mono-acryloyl PC on the cleavage reaction by plotting only those data points 
with greater than 50% short side-chain copolymer ( 0 Xnshort) which is 
described by the equation y ::; -56.356 + 0.37675x and R = 0.98826 compared to 
only those points with greater than 50% long side-chain copolymer (1'3 
Xnlong) which is described by the equation y ::; -29.574 + 0.32241x with R ::; 
0.99937. 

As another way of comparing the differences in the order of the degree of 

polymerization with respect to the initiator concentration, the data was 

replotted as the log of the degree of polymerization vs. the log of the initiator 

concentration (Figure 20). 
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Figure 20: Comparison of the dependence of the degree of polymerization of 
mono-acryloyl PC on the cleavage reaction by plotting only those data points 
with greater than 50% short side-chain copolymer ( 0 log Xnshort) which is 
described by the equation y = -0.50751 - 0.99543x and R = 0.98387 compared to 
only those points with greater than 50% long side-chain copolymer ( ffi log 
Xnlong) which is described by the equation y = -0.89127 - 1.1047x with R = 
1.00. 

MIXED UPID DEGREE OF POLYMERIZATION STUDIES 

In order to determine the dependence of the monomer concentration 

on the degree of polymerization, the mono-acryloyl PC was diluted with DMPC 

as the non-polymerizable lipid component. In all cases the total lipid 

concentration was kept constant at 5 mg/ml. In addition, the initiator 

concentration was kept constant at a monomer to initiator ratio of 30. The 
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mole ratios examined were (mono-acryloyl PC/DMPC) (1/0), (1/0.1), ( 110.5), 

and (l/1). The SEC results are seen in Table 5 below. 

Table 5: The SEC analysis of mono-acryloyl PC at a constant initiator 
concentration of M/I = 30 but with the monomer concentration being 
decreased by the incorporation of a non-polymerizable lipid (DMPC). 

(mono-acryloyl PC) at Mil = 30 
File M/I %Short %Long Mn Mw POI Xn 
tl7d 30 70 30 221,676 355,589 1.60 1,525 
t 17f 30 70 30 239,588 367,980 1.54 1,648 
tSOb 30 88 12 169,008 370,132 2.20 1,540 
t59f 30 74 26 187,295 550,930 2.94 1,362 
t59g 30 74 26 187,646 655,975 3.50 1,362 
t59h 30 74 26 184,827 1186281 6.41 1,344 
t59i 30 74 26 198,528 927,187 4.67 1,444 
t83e 30 74 26 194,856 608,330 3.12 1,417 
t83f 30 74 26 196,296 705,281 3.59 1,428 
t84b 30 96 04 147,801 287,809 1.95 1,574 
t84c 30 96 04 149,754 357,576 2.39 1,594 

average 1,476 
::105 

(1/0.1) (mono-acryloyl PC/DMPC) at Mil = 30 
t55g 30 83 17 146,326 335,118 2.29 1,223 
tS5i 30 83 17 152,032 418,943 2.76 1,271 
t55j 30 83 17 168,309 473,903 2.81 1,407 

average 1,300;:95 

(1/0.5) (mono-acryloyl PCIDMPC) at MIl = 30 
t70a 30 84 16 69,753 99,222 1.42 593 
t70b 30 84 16 60,026 91,975 1.53 510 
t70c 30 84 16 66,334 100,782 1.52 564 
t72a 30 34 66 134,309 355,536 2.65 620 
t72b 30 34 66 124,413 346,048 2.78 574 
t72c 30 34 66 131,122 339,868 2.59 605 

average 578;:39 

(1/1) (mono-acryloyl PCIDMPC) at Mil = 30 
t42a 30 58 42 38,452 97,571 2.54 227 
t42b 30 58 42 44,365 110,076 2.48 262 
t42c 30 58 42 39,951 93,477 2.33 236 
t73a 30 50 50 67,452 188,331 2.71 365 
t73b 30 50 50 65,303 181,417 2.78 353 
t73c 30 50 50 64,624 197,098 3.05 349 

average 299;:64 
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The dependence of the degree of polymerization of mono-acryloyl PC 

on monomer concentration was examined by plotting Xn versus [M] as seen in 

Figure 21. The monomer concentration was calculated in mmoles/ml [M]. 

The total lipid concentration was kept constant at 5 mg/ml. The correlation 

coefficient was only 0.936. Thus it does not appear that the degree of 

polymerization of mono-acryloyl PC is first order in monomer concentration. 
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Figure 21: Dependence of the degree of polymerization on the first order 
monomer concentration for mono-acryloyl PC. The equation for the linear 
fit is y = -194.39 + 2.246ge+05x. R = 0.93578. 

The degree of polymerization of mono-acryloyl PC was plotted as a 

function of the monomer concentration squared in Figure 22. In this case, 

the correlation coefficient was 0.996 indicating a good fit of the data. 
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Therefore, the degree of polymerization appears to be second order in 

monomer concentration. 
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Figure 22: Dependence of the degree of polymerization on the second order 
monomer concentration for mono-acryloyl PC. The equation for the linear 
fit is y = -49.784 + 3.455e07x. R = 0.99598. 

As another indication of the order of the degree of polymerization 

with respect to the monomer concentration, the log of Xn was plotted as a 

function of the log of the monomer concentration in Fig. 23. The slope of the 

plot was 2.37 which represents the order of the polymerization with respect 

to the monomer concentration. The correlation coefficient was 0.998 

indicating a good fit of the data. 
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DEGREE OF POLYMERIZATION STUDiES FOR BIS-SUBSTITUTED LIPIDS 

The bis-acryloyl polymerizations have begun to be analyzed by the 

same methodology as for the mono-acryloyl polymerizations. The bis-

acryloyl polymerizations can form completely cross-linked polymer 

networks. Normally, it is difficult to analyze cross-linked systems since the 

polymer networks are completely insoluble in organic solvents. However, 

the cleavage methodology developed for mono-acryloyl polymers also works 

for the bis-substituted compounds. This is because the cleavage reagent 

actually breaks the covalent bonds that form the cross-links of the polymer 
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network. Therefore after the cleavage reaction, with the cross-linker 

effectively removed, the remaining polymers are linear and soluble in 

organic reagents. It is thought that this methodology will enhance the study 

of other cross-linked lipid systems. Table 6 shows the effect of varying the 

initiator concentration on the degree of polymerization for bis-acryloyl PC. 

As can be seen in Table 6, the degrees of polymerization are significantly 

shorter than for the same initiator concentrations for mono-acryloyl PC as 

seen in Table 2. 

Table 6: The SEC analysis of the cleaved polymerized bis-acryloyl PC at 
different initiator concentrations. The monomer concentration was kept 
constant at 5 mg/ml. 

File Mil %Short %Long Mn Mw POI Xn 
t99a 5 52 48 9,772 40,941 4.19 54 
t99b 5 52 48 10,600 46,710 4.41 59 
t99c 5 52 48 8,895 34,887 3.92 49 

average 54!.5 
t 105a 20 43 57 40,306 335,055 8.31 203 
t 105b 20 43 57 38,375 367,727 9.58 193 
t I 05c 20 43 57 38,429 325,335 8.47 193 

average I 96!.6 
t67a 30 82 18 39,787 89,687 2.25 327 
t67c 30 82 18 65,517 127,447 1.94 539 
t67d 30 82 18 44,740 82,878 1.85 368 

t 1 06a 30 51 49 61,646 123,172 2.00 337 
tl06b 30 51 49 60,609 114,479 1.89 331 
tl06d 30 51 49 54,716 113,662 2.08 299 

average 367!.87 

The dependence of the degree of polymerization of bis-acryloyl PC on 

initiator concentration was examined by plotting Xn versus [I] as seen in 

Figure 24. The initiator concentration was calculated in mmoles/ml [M]. The 

total lipid concentration was kept constant at 5 mg/ml. The correlation 
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coefficient was only 0.938. Thus it does not appear that the degree of 

polymerization of mono-aery loy I PC is first order in monomer concentration. 

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
11[IJo. 5 

Figure 24: Dependence of the degree of polymerization on the inverse of the 
square root of the inititator concentration for bis-acryloyl PC. The equation 
for the linear fit is y = -37.918 + 5.0905x. R = 0.93827. 

The degree of polymerization of bis-acryloyl PC was plotted as a 

function of the inverse of the initiator concentration in Figure 25. In this 

case, the correlation coefficient was 0.990 indicating a good fit of the data. 

Therefore, the degree of polymerization for bis-acryloyl PC appears to be 

inversely proportional to the first order of the initiator concentration. 
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Figure 25: Dependence of the degree of polymerization on the inverse of the 
inititator concentration for bis-acryloyl PC. The equation for the linear fit is 
y = -8.1209 + 0.07698x. R = 0.99044. 

The degree of polymerization and its dependence on the initiator 

concentration were also examined for bis-acryloyl PC by plotting the log of 

Xn as a function of the log of the monomer concentration in Fig. 26. The 

slope of the plot was -1.04 which represents the order of the polymerization 

with respect to the initiator concentration. The correlation coefficient was 

0.994 indicating a good fit of the data. 
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Figure 26: Dependence of the degree of polymerization on the inititator 
concentration for bis-acryloyl PC. The equation for the linear fit is y = -1.287 
- 1.0399x. R = 0.99364. 
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Biological macromolecules. possess a variety of interesting properties, 

among them the ability to undergo a variety of structural changes with 

temperature. Proteins can undergo unfolding or denaturation transitions, 

base-paired nucleic acids can unwind, and lipid bilayers undergo gel-to-

liquid crystal transitions. These processes are highly cooperative in nature 

and therefore occur as well-defined transitions. 

One of the most important features of DSC is its ability to identify 

separate structural regions or domains. Differential heat capacity can 

potentially resolve all the structural transitions that occur in a given system 

as it is perturbed by a given systematic temperature variation. If the 

different transitions of a system can be separately resolved on the 

temperature axis, then one is able to investigate each domain independently. 

In addition, an advantage of DSC over other techniques is its ability to 

examine a system without introducing any exogenous probes which may 

perturb the sample. 

For this study, an important feature of DSC is its ability to detect subtle 

changes in membrane composition. Any perturbations of a domain can be 

expected to result in shifts of the T m along the temperature axis as well as 

changes in half-width of the transition, changes in integrated area (~H), or 

the disappearance of peaks. Menger et al. reported a systematic study of 

bilayer perturbation by the substitution of methyl groups in various 

positions on the ~ chain of distearoylphosphatidylcholine (DSPC).52 The T m 

for DSPC is 54.8 DC, whereas the main transition decreased to 41.5 DC, 5.6 DC, 
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and 38.5 °c for methyl substitution at carbons 4, 10, and 16 of DSPC, 

respectively. Similarly, the transition enthalpy for DSPC is LlH = 10.6 

kcallmol and decreases to 8.8, 3.7 and 9.8 kcallmol for substitution at carbons 

4, 10, and 16, respectively. 

In order to account for the decreases in both transition enthalpy and 

temperature in the above study, one must examine the energetics of the 

transition process. There are two major energy components that are 

responsible for the energy absorption at the lipid phase transition. Below 

the T m, the gel phase of an aqueous bilayer suspension is characterized by 

stiff, extended, and parallel chains in an ordered all-trans type conformation. 

As the lipid bilayer undergoes transition, there is a reduction in the van der 

Waals interactions between lipid chains and an increase in the number of 

gauche C-C Iinkages53. As the T m is exceeded, the average number of kinks 

per molecule increases from 0 to 2-6 while markedly increasing beyond the 

midpoint of the chain54. In addition, during the transition, the molecular 

area increases by 6 A2 per molecule while the bilayer's thickness decreases 

by about 20%55. The destruction of attractive van der Waals interactions 

upon bilayer melting has been shown to contribute approximately 5.5 

kcallmol to the enthalpy of transition55 . Therefore the introduction of a 

methyl or other substituent which would disrupt the membrane structure 

could decrease the attractive van der Waals interactions thereby 

significantly reducing the enthalpy of transition. 

McFarland and McConnell suggested lipid chains in the bilayer are 

endowed with a statistical bend near their center which divides the chains 

into two segments of nearly equal length56. The segment associated with the 
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headgroup lies at a 300 angle from the membrane surface, while the lower 

segment lies perpendicular to the surface. This central bend allows more 

space for the chain to maneuver. Therefore a methyl group placed near the 

center of the chain stabilizes the critical bend that develops when a gel 

reorganizes into a liquid crystalline phase which appreciably reduces both 

the T m and ~H relative to an unsubstituted lipid. Since the chain segment 

between the central bend and the terminal methyl permits the segment to 

rotate along the locus of a cone with the bend being its apex, the interchain 

space is more available near the chain terminus for the accomodation of 

branching or kinking. Therefore a substitution at the end of the chain 

creates far less packing distortion than a mid-chain substitution. 

The methyl substituent at C-4 of DSPC gave rise to a sharp transition 

and had m and T m values close to unsubstituted DSPC. The C-4 methylene is 

known to be more ordered and immobilized than carbons beyond the chain 

center57. However, the methyl substitution at C-4 must remain gauche in 

order for the remaining chain components to retain their trans relationship. 

If the C-4 substitution was trans, it would require an unrealistically large 

perturbation in an enviornment where the chains are anchored to the 

headgroup and motion is severly restricted. Thus since the conformational 

and motional properties at C-4 are similar for both the gel and liquid 

crystalline phases, the effect on the thermotropic behavior is minimal. 

In the lipids examined in our study, there are several important 

observations one can make about how subtle changes in lipid structure can 

profoundly affect the lipid packing in acryloyl- and methacryloyl

substituted lipids. Since all of these synthetic lipids are substituted at the end 
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of the lipid chains, these results are most comparable to the substitution at C-

16 of DSPC described by Menger et al. above. Given that Menger observed 

little reduction of the Tm and MI for the terminal methyl substitution in DSPC, 

one may not expect to see very dramatic effects upon the substitution of 

acryloyl and methacryloyl polymerizable groups into synthetic lipids. 

Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) is an unsubstituted saturated 

lipid which has the same chainlength as the synthetic lipids in this study and 

displays a T m of 41.7 °c. The incorporation of a single acryloyl polymerizable 

group into the end of the secondary acyl chain to produce mono-acryloyl PC 

decreased the lipid phase transition to 31.8 °c. Interestingly, the addition of a 

second acryloyl polymerizable group to produce bis-acryloyl PC resulted in 

lowering the T m less than two degrees to 30.0 OC. The effect of the substitution 

is not additive and the largest perturbation occurs with the first substitution. 

In the case of mono-methacryloyl PC, the T m is almost 30°C lower than that of 

DPPC at 11.4 °C. The incorporation of a second methacryloyl group lowers the 

T m for bis-methacryloyl PC to -4.4 °C. As in the acryloyl case, the bis

compound does not decrease its transition as drastically as the first 

substitution. However, the addition of a second methacryloyl group produces 

a much larger decrease in the transition temperature than for the acryloyl 

lipids. Clearly, the methyl group of the methacryloyl functionality causes 

significant perturbations of the lipid bilayer packing. 

Perhaps the most 

and methacryloyl lipids. 

interesting comparisons 

The substitution of 

lie between the acryloyl 

one 

hydrogen when comparing mono-acryloyl PC with 

methyl group for a 

mono-methacryloyl PC 

produces a 20°C decrease in the transition temperature. This is a somewhat 
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larger change than that reported by Menger et aI. by the introduction of a 

methyl group at carbon 16 of the second chain of DSPC which produced a 16 

°C drop in the T m. Even more dramatic is the comparison of bis-acryloyl PC 

with bis-methacryloyl PC which produced a 34°C decrease in the transition 

temperature with the addition of methyl groups on both chains. 

Unsubstituted saturated lipids exhibit extremely sharp transitions. The 

width at half-height for DPPC was reported by Sturtevant and Hajdu to be 0.08 

°CS8. The transition widths at half-height of the lipids in this study are much 

broader as evidenced by mono-acryloyl and bis-acryloyl PC's with similar 

widths at 0.75 and 0.76 °C respectively. These values were narrower than for 

mOllo-methacryloyl and bis-methacryloyl PC's which were 1.38 and 1.37 °C 

respectively. Therefore it appears the bulkier methacryloyl polymerizable 

group increased the width at half-height, but the number of polymerizable 

groups did not have an appreciable effect of the width of the transition. 

The enthalpy of transition (.:1H) was highest for mono-methacryloyl PC 

at 10.5 kcallmol followed by that of mono-acryloyl PC at 8.9 kcallmoi. These 

values are similar to the C-16 methyl-substituted DSPC examined by Menger et 

al. which had a .:1H of 9.8 kcallmoi. The .:1H's for the bis-substituted lipids, 

however, are significantly decreased at 6.9 and 5.3 kcallmol for bis-acryloyl 

and bis-methacryloyl PC respectively. Therefore, the addition of a second 

methacryloyl group reduced the .:1H by half, while the effect of a second 

acryloyl group had a much smaller effect on .:1H. 

The Vant Hoff enthalpy (H*) was lower for mono-acryloyl PC (660 

kcal/mol) than bis-acryloyl PC (798 kcaIlmol). These values were higher 

than for the corresponding methacryloyl PC's which showed the same type of 
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relationship in that mono-methacryloyl PC (399 kcallmol) had a lower Vant 

Hoff enthalpy than bis-methacryloyl PC (505 kcaIlmol). 

The cooperativity of the transition (CU) was lower for mono-acryloyl 

PC (74.4) than for bis-acryloyl PC (117.8). In the methacryloyl lipids. the 

same trend is seen as evidenced by mono-methacryloyl PC (37.9) being lower 

than bis-methacryloyl PC (95.9). Therefore the bis-substituted lipids have 

the highest number of lipids (largest domain) undergoing transition at one 

time. 

EFFECT OF THE CLBA V AGE REACTION ON THE DEGREE OF POL YMERIZA TION 

After polymerization of the assemblies and lyophilization. the 

polymers in all cases were found to be insoluble in organic solvents. e.g. 

chloroform, acetone, acetonitrile, benzene. tetrahydrofuran. 

dimethylformamide. or dimethylsulfoxide. necessary for SEC analysis. These 

polymers could be solubilized by cleaving the zwitterionic headgroup using 

BF3-MeOH. However. the cleavage could occur at either the ester groups 

associated with the attachment of the fatty acid chains to the headgroup or 

the ester associated with the polymerizable moiety (Figure 12). Cleavage 

predominately near the headgroup results in a copolymer composed 

primarily of repeat units with a long side-chain formed from 

methylcarboxyundecyl acrylate. In contrast. cleavage at the ester of the 

polymerizable group results in the formation of polymethyl acrylate. which 

has a short side-chain. 
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The cleavage reaction occurs first near the headgroup, then at the 

ester of the polymerizable group. Thus, low extents of cleavage produce a 

copolymer consisting primarily of long . side-chains, whereas high extents of 

cleavage produce a copolymer of primarily short side-chains. Since the 

extent of cleavage could not be precisely controlled, it was necessary to 

examine the effect of the extent of cleavage on the elution behavior of the 

polymer. This is central to the arguments concerning the dependency of the 

degree of polymerization on the initiator and monomer concentrations. In 

order to examine the effect of the cleavage reaction on the Xn , two separate 

experiments were performed. The first involved dividing a sample of 

polymerized mono-acryloyl PC in half, then subjecting each half to different 

cleavage conditions in order to produce different mole fractions of long and 

short side-chain cleavage products in each sample. By this manner, both 

samples which had the same molecular weight gave rise to two different 

copolymer compositions for examination by SEC. The degree of 

polymerization was then examined for both samples to determine if the 

differing mole fractions of long and short side-chain copolymer produced 

similar degrees of polymerization. These experiments were performed at two 

different monomer to initiator ratios. In Tables 3 and 4 the effect of the 

extent of cleavage reaction on the degree of polymerization for mono

acryloyl PC at Mil equals 10 and 30 respectively was examined. The apparent 

degree of polymerization was higher in the sample with a higher mole 

fraction of the short side-chain copolymer in both cases. 

In the second experiment all of the analyses for a given Mil ratio were 

plotted as their degree of polymerization vs. copolymer composition (% short 
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side-chain component). This was done for mono-acryloyl PC for MIl = 10 

(Figure 17) and MIl = 30 (Figure 18). Examination of Figure 17 reveals that 

the sample with the largest % of short side-chain copolymer component 

(33%) had the highest degrees of polymerization at 468 and 477. However, the 

three other samples had degrees of polymerization of 377, 406, and 357 for 

26% of the ahort side-chain component compared to Xn of 396, 414, and 419 for 

20% of the short side-chain component and Xn of 409, and 405 for 9% of the 

short side-chain component. Therefore, even though the absolute highest 

degrees of polymerization were obtained for the largest % of short side-chain 

copolymer, there was no trend towards increasing Xn with increasing 

amounts of short side-chain copolymer. Examination of Figure 18 shows the 

relationship between the degree of polymerization and the percentage of 

short side-chain copolymer for mono-acryloyl PC at Mil = 30. In this case the 

highest degrees of polymerization were obtained at 70% short side-chain 

composition at 1,525 and 1,648. At 74% short side-chain (two different 

polymerizations) the Xn values were 1,540, 1,362, 1,362, 1,344, 1,444, 1,417, and 

1,428. At 88% short side-chain the Xn was 1,540 and at 96% short side-chain 

the Xn values were 1,574 and 1,594. Therefore, the highest overall Xn values 

were obtained at the lowest % of short side-chain copolymer composition. 

The lowest values were obtained at 74% short side-chain composition, with 

the other two higher % short side-chain copolymers having Xn values in 

between. Both Figures 17 and 18 show that the degrees of polymerization for 

these polymerizations are not strongly dependent on the copolymer 

composition. There are no trends of either increasing or decreasing degrees 

of polymerization with the extent of the cleavage reaction. Therefore it 
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appears that variations in the copolymer composition do not impart a 

significant error in determination of the Xn in these systems. 

One might reach the conclusion that the apparent trend of higher 

degrees of polymerization for higher percentages of short side-chain 

copolymer would suggest that the short side-chain copolymers may have a 

higher exclusion volume than polymers with larger percentages of long 

side-chain copolymer. However, since the degree of polymerization is 

calculated by dividing the Mn obtained from the SEC chromatogram by the 

average repeating molecular weight of the copolymer, this result may be 

somewhat misleading. The copolymers with higher percentages of short 

side-chain component have lower average repeating molecular weight than 

those with higher percentages of long side-chain component. Therefore, the 

resulting Mn is divided by a smaller number in the case of larger percentages 

of short side-chain copolymer thereby producing larger values for Xn. Thus 

a larger value for Xn in cases of higher percentages of short side-chain 

copolymer does not necessarily result because of a larger exclusion volume of 

the copolymer. 

DEGRFE OF POLYMERIZATION DEPENDENCE ON INITIATOR CONCENTRATION 

The polymerizations conducted in supramolecular assemblies thus far 

do not attempt to systematically delineate which factors control the polymer 

size in two-dimensional polymerizations. This dearth of information has 

made it difficult to clearly define the fundamental principles that underlie 

these new polymerizations. The following studies by Fendler et al. and by 
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Niwa et al. are the closest attempts to date to examine some of the variables 

which may control the size of the polymers in supramolecular assemblies. 

Fendler et al. attempted to probe the relationship between irradiation 

intensity and the rate of photopolymerization of vinyl-benzoylammonium 

halide lipids in monolayers (Figure 9).42 The lipids were photochemically 

initiated at both high (15 ns, 8.9-mJ laser pulses from a Nd:Yag laser) and low 

intensities (200W mercury lamp with IO.:t.3mW/cm2 intensity). Fendler did 

not attempt to directly determine Xn but rather made an approximate 

estimation of their values by use of equation 6 

(6) 

where CPr is the quantum efficiency for radical formation, 1 is the mean 

intensity of the light source, E is the absorption cross section of the 

monomer, and T is the decay time of photopolymerization. At low intensities, 

the XII increased from 214 to 314 upon increasing the surface pressure from 5 

to 35 mN/m. At high intensities, the degrees of polymerization were much 

lower and ranged from 11 to 27 upon the same pressure increase. The plots of 

the log of the photopolymerization rates vs. the log of the irradiation 

intensity produced a slope of 0.95 for the low intensity irradiations, while the 

slope of the plot for the high intensity irradiations was 0.40. Therefore, the 

high intensity irradiations exhibited a dependency similar to that expected 

for standard solution polymerizations where the order of dependency is 0.5. 

Evidently, the low intensity irradiations proceeded by a different mechanism 

producing a first order dependence on initiator concentration. The 

dependence of the photopolymerization rate on monomer concentration was 

not examined in this study. 
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Quite recently, Niwa et al. have reported a novel xanthate 

photoinitiator for the polymerization of bilayers44. The photoinitiator 

contains two long alkyl chains which hold the xanthate group in close 

proximity to a polymerizable styrene sulfonate group which is 

electrostatically associated with a cationic lipid (Fig. 27). 

Polymerizable Amphiphile Photoinitiator 

Figure 27: The polymerizable lipid and xanthate photo initiator examined by 
Niwa et al44. 

The polymers formed by photoinitiated polymerization were of extremely 

high molecular weight (Mn = 3x107, Xn = 7x104). These values correspond to 

approximately one polymer chain per vesicle. The authors did not design 

experiments to exclude the possibility of intervesicular polymerization. In 

the absence of the photoinitiator, only oligomers were formed. Surprisingly, 
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the reported Xn was independent of initiator concentration over the 

concentration range studied (Mil = 33 to 100). 

In order to gain insight into the variables which control the polymer 

chainlength in two dimensional polymerizations, the present study focused 

on the effect of both initiator and monomer concentrations on the degree of 

polymerization. The polymerizations were executed in extended bilayers to 

preclude the possibility of the supramolecular assembly morphology having 

an effect on the length of the polymers formed. It is possible that polymers 

formed in very small vesicles may exhibit a decreased polymer chain length 

through less efficient packing due to the increased curvature of the bilayer. 

The number average degree of polymerization has been examined for 

mono-acryloyl PC as a function of the initiator concentration. The 

polymerization of mono-acryloyl PC was repeated at least twice for each 

monomer to initiator ratio, and the SEC analysis for each polymerization was 

done when possible in triplicate. The relative molecular weights were used to 

calculate a relative number-average degree of polymerization, Xn. When the 

monomer to initiator molar ratio, [M]/[I], was varied from 5 to 40, holding [M] 

constant, the Xn increased from 233 to 1936 (see Table 2). These results were 

used to evaluate the relationship between the degree of polymerization and 

the initiator concentration. It should be noted that the partition coefficient 

of the AIBN between the bilayer and aqueous buffer has not yet been 

established. Since the fraction of the initiator which partitions into the 

aqueous phase does not contribute to the initiation of polymerization, the 

values given for the initiator concentration are uncorrected. It is expected 

that AIBN will be only sparingly soluble in the aqueous phase, therefore the 
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corrected concentrations will probably be only slightly lower than those 

used in Figures 14, 15, 16, 24, 25, and 26. 

In order to probe the relation'ship between Xn and the initiator 

concentration, it is necessary to understand the events that typically occur 

in free radical polymerizations (Figure 28). The initiation step is actually two 

steps and involves the homolytic cleavage of the initiator (in this study 

AIBN) to produce two primary radicals. These radicals initiate the 

polymerization by reaction with a monomer molecule to produce a chain

initiating species. Propagation consists of the growth of the chain-initiating 

species by successive additions of large numbers (hundreds or perhaps 

thousands) of monomer molecules. Each addition creates a new radical which 

has the same identity as the one previously, except that it is larger by one 

monomer unit. Termination with annihilation of the radical centers occurs 

by bimolecular reaction between radical chains. Two radicals can react with 

each other by combination (coupling) which requires spin pairing, or more 

rarely by disproportionation. Disproportionation involves the transfer of a 

~-hydrogen radical from one chain to another radical chain. This results in 

the formation of one saturated polymer and one unsaturated polymer chain. 

Disproportionation is favored by the presence of ~-hydrogens, sterically 

hindered or highly reactive monomers, and high temperatures. 
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Figure 28: Sequence of events in free radical polymerizations. 
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Thermally initiated free radical polymerizations in solution usually 

have a kinetic chain length, v, which is proportional to the first power of [M] 

and inversely dependent on the square root of [I]. This relationship is 

derived via the steady-state assumption, which means that the rate of 

initiation, Ri, and the rate of termination, Rt, are equal. The steady-state 
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assumption can be made since the concentration of radicals increases 

initially, but almost instantaneously reaches a constant, steady-state value. 

The rate of change of the concentration of radicals quickly becomes and 

remains zero during the course of the polymerization. The kinetic chain 

length is therefore the ratio of Rp, the rate of polymerization, to either Rj or 

Rt . The expression is also a consequence of the production of two initiator 

fragments per initiator molecule, which are at low enough concentration 

that once the polymer chain is growing it is terminated only by chain-chain 

interactions (coupling and/or disproportionation). In addition it is assumed 

that the reactivity of the radicals is not dependent on the size of the radical 

chain. The rate of initiation is expressed as 

Rj = 2.fkd[Ij ( 1) 

and the rate of polymerization is given by 

(2) 

Thus the chain termination model gives the following expression of the 

kinetic chain length: 

v = RplRj = kp[Mjl2(jkdkt[IJ)0.5 (3) 
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where kp is the rate constant for propagation, kd is the rate constant for 

initiator homolysis, k t is the rate constant for termination, and f is the 

initia tor efficiency. 

The number-average degree of polymerization, Xn, is either equal to 

the kinetic chain length for termination by disproportionation, or is twice 

the kinetic chain length for termination by coupling of two living polymer 

chains. Both c~)Upling and disproportionation are diffusion controlled and 

require pairing of the electron spins. 

predominately or entirely by coupling. 

Many polymer radicals terminate 

However certain features of the 

monomer structure promote the probability of disproportionation. Steric 

hindrance to bimolecular chain interactions will interfere with coupling, 

and the presence of l1-hydrogens on the radical will facilitate H-transfer. 

Therefore methyl acrylate polymerizations tend to terminate exclusively by 

coupling, whereas methyl methacrylate polymerizations may terminate by 

disproportionation as well.47 An increase in polymerization temperature 

also has an effect on the extent of disproportionation. This effect is most 

pronounced for sterically hindered propagating radicals. The extent of 

disproportionation in methyl methacrylate polymerizations increases from 

67% at 25 OC to 80% at 80 °C.48 

In standard solution polymerizations, equation 3 shows the 

dependence of the kinetic chain length v (which equals the Xn for 

term ina tion by disproportiona tion, and equals Xn l2 for termination by 

coupling) is first order in [M] and proportional to [1]-0.5. To determine if this 

same type of relationship exists for polymerizations in supramolecular 

assemblies, the experimental data for the Xn of polymerized mono-acryloyl PC 
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in extended bilayers was plotted vs. [IrO.5 (Figure 14). The correlation 

coefficient for this relationship is 0.924. A correlation coefficient less than 

0.98 represents a poor fit of the data. Therefore polymerizations of mono-

acryloyl PC appear do not conform to the standard solution polymerization 

dependency on inititiator concentration and must take place by a different 

mechanism. 

PRIMARY RADICAL TERMINATION 

Polymer Chain 

Ro 

Primary 
Radical Dead Polymer 

Figure 29: The termination step in primary radical termination. 

Deviations from the normal bimolecular chain termination model for 

polymer chain growth are found at high initiator to monomer ratios, or at 

high viscosity. Under these conditions the primary radicals formed from the 

initiator may react with the growing polymer chain and provide a third 

route to polymer chain termination, i.e. primary radical termination (Figure 

The rate of polymerization when primary radical termination 

dominates is given by equation 4: 

(4) 
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where ktp is the rate constant for primary radical termination. This 

translates into the following expression for Xn, for a thermally initiated 

polymerization. 

( 5) 

Thus one can determine information concerning the nature of 

polymerizations by an examination of the dependence of Xn on both monomer 

and initiator concentrations. In normal solution polymerizations which are 

terminated by coupling or disproportionation, the Xn is proportional to the 

inverse square root of the initiatior concentration (equation 3). In the case 

of primary radical termination, Xn is inversely proportional to the initiator 

concentration to the first power. In contrast, the equation for primary 

radical termination (equation 5) shows the Xn is proportional to the inverse 

of the initiator concentration to the first power. To test this hypothesis, the 

data was replotted as Xn vs. [1]-1 (Figure 15). This produced a linear 

relationship with a correlation coefficient of 0.989. The data indicate that the 

Xn is inversely proportional to the first power of the initiator concentration. 

The data are also presented as a plot of log Xn vs. log [I] (Figure 16) where the 

slope of the graph equals -1.007, which is the order of the initiator 

dependence. These data are consistent with a primary termination of the 

growing polymer chains in the lipid bilayer. 

Primary termination could be a consequence of high initiator 

concentration or low diffusional behavior of the polymer chains in the 

bilayer. Since a linear dependence on [1]-1 was observed over the complete 
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concentration range investigated, it is likely that the observed effects are 

due to reduced mobility of the polymer chains in the constrained 

environment of the bilayer interior. Either the translational mobility 

and/or the segmental mobility of the growing polymer chains may be 

decreased by the bilayer. These circumstances are expected to increase the 

lifetime of the polymer chains, thereby allowing the smaller primary radical 

fragments sufficient time to diffuse through the bilayer and terminate the 

growing polymer chain. Normal growing radical lifetimes typically range 

from about 0.1 to 10 seconds63. 

DEGREE OF POLYMERIZATION DEPENDENCE ON THE MONOMER CONCENTRATION 

The relationship between [M] and X" has also been probed in this 

study. Since the critical micelle concentrations of the monomeric lipids are 

low « 10-6 M), only the lipids in the bilayer contribute significantly to [M]. 

The addition of more lipid results in the formation of more bilayers rather 

than increasing the concentration of monomer in the bilayer. Therefore it 

is necessary to change the mole fraction of monomer in the bilayer in order 

to vary [M]. This is accomplished by the addition of a second (or additional) 

lipid(s) to the monomeric lipid. It has been shown that satura,ed 

phospholipids of the same head group, but differing by only two methylene 

units in the acyl chains, will exhibit complete miscibility in all 

proportions64. However nonideal mixing will occur with evidence of lateral 

phase separation of the phospholipids when the chain lengths differ by four 

or more methylene groups.65 DMPC was chosen as the colipid because it is 
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likely to form ideal mixtures with mono-acryloyl PC because it had a similar 

chain length (two methylene units shorter than mono-acryloyl PC) as well as 

a similar lipid phase transition (Tm for mono-acryloyl PC = 31.8 °C, DMPC = 24.1 

0C). 
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Figure 30: DSC of different mole fractions of DMPC and mono-acryloyl PC. 

Differential scanning calorimetry measurements of several different 

mole fractions of the two lipids in all cases showed only one transition at 

temperatures between the respective phase transition temperatures of the 

pure lipids. This supports the supposition that the two lipids form ideal 

mixtures since if there were pure lipid domains, there would also be peaks in 

the DSC due to the T m's at 31.8 and 24.1 °C from the pure lipids. In addition, the 
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T m's were plotted vs. their mole fraction DMPC in Figure 30. The relationship 

appears to be linear which is evidence of the formation of an ideal mixture of 

the two lipids. 

As seen in equation (3), normal polymerizations which terminate by 

either coupling or disproportionation give rise to a first order dependence on 

monomer concentration. This contrasts with termination by primary 

radicals shown in equation (4) which results in a second order dependence 

on the monomer concentration. When the mole fraction of mono-acryloyl PC 

is progressively reduced by addition of the saturated dirnyristoyl PC (DMPC) 

the Xn was substantially reduced (Table 5). The initiator concentration was 

held constant at [M]/[l] = 30 where [M] was the total concentration of DMPC 

plus mono-acryloyl PC. This monomer to initiator ratio was chosen since it 

produced high molecular weight polymers when undiluted with DMPC. A 

reduction in monomer concentration would be expected to significantly 

decrease the molecular weight of the polymer. The pure mono-acryloyl PC 

gave a Xn of almost 1500 while upon addition of DMPC the Xn was subst?n.tially 

decreased as the mole fraction of DMPC was increased. The data were plotted 

initially as Xn vs. [M] and as expected, the plot had a poor fit with a 

correlation coefficient of 0.927 (Figure 21). This reinforces the previous 

conclusion that these polymerizations do not terminate by coupling or 

disproportionation as in standard solution polymerizations. The data were 

replotted using the relationship described by primary radical termination 

which suggests the Xn is proportional to the [M]2 (Figure 22). This plot has a 

much better fit producing a correlation coefficient of 0.994 suggesting that 

the Xn is proportional to the square of the monomer concentration. 
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The plot of log Xn vs. log [M] is shown in Figure 23 where the slope of 

the graph equals the order of the monomer concentration dependence. The 

siope equals 2.38 and the correlation coefficient is 0.996 showing the degree 

of polymerization is proportional to slightly greater than the second power 

of the monomer concentration. 

DEGREE OF POLYMERIZATION FOR BIS-ACRYLOYL PC 

The bis-acryloyl PC was investigated primarily for two reasons. First, 

it was necessary to investigate if primary radical termination was an 

important mode of termination in systems other than just mono-acryloyl PC. 

In addition, it has traditionally been difficult to determine much useful 

information from crosslinked systems due to their insolubility in organic 

solvents. This solubility problem makes characterization by conventional 

techniques impossible. The cleavage reaction developed in this study enables 

the covalent crosslink to be broken thereby solubilizing the remaining 

polymeric material. This is because the cleavage reagent effectively 

separates both tails from the headgroup thereby removing the crosslinking 

agent. Therefore, these cleaved and solubilized polymers have been 

examined by SEC. 

In the same manner as mono-acryloyl PC, bis-acryloyl PC was 

examined as a function of its initiator concentration. The preliminary 

results can be seen in Table 6. The most obvious difference between the Xn 

values obtained for bis-acryloyl PC and mono-acryloyl PC at the same 

initiator concentrations is the significantly shorter polymers produced in 
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the crosslinked system. For example, for Mfl = 5 the degree of polymerization 

for mono-acryloyl PC gave an average value of 233 vs. only 54 for bis

acryloyl Pc. In the case of Mfl of 30, mono-acryloyl PC had a Xn of 1476 vs. 

only 367 for bis-acryloyl PC. 

A plot of Xn vs 11[1]0.5 produced a correlation coefficient of 0.938 

(Figure 24). Therefore it appears that these bis-substituted lipids also show 

non-standard polymerization behavior. To see if the dependency on 

inititator concentration was similar to mono-acryloyl PC, the measured Xn 

values were plotted as a function of 11[1] (Figure 25), which yields a linear 

plot with correlation coefficient of 0.990. Finally, the log of the degree of 

polymerization was plotted vs. the log of the initiator concentration (Figure 

26) for another estimate of the order of the degree of polymerization with 

respect to the initiator concentration. This produced a correlation 

coefficient of 0.994 and the slope was -1.04. Thus it appears the Xn is 

inversely proportional to the initiator concentration. 

Even though much shorter polymers are produced with bis-acryloyl 

PC than mono-acryloyl PC, primary radical termination appears to be the 

dominant mode of termination. This is probably due to the severely restricted 

Giffusion in a crosslinked system. Therefore, even though the polymers are 

shorter than in the mono-substituted case, crosslinking would be expected to 

limit the diffusion of the growing radicals more so than for mono-acryloyl 

PC. This would decrease the probability of termination by reaction of two 

growing radicals by coupling or disproportionation. Thus primary radical 

termination seems an appropriate mechanism for termination in bis

substituted lipids. 
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CONCWSION 

Tennination by Coupling or Disproportionation 
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Primary Radical Tennination 

Figure 31: A schematic representation of how polymers formed from mono
acryloyl PC could preferentially terminate by reaction with initiator 
fragments rather than by reaction of polymer chains whose reduced 
mobility impedes their diffusion together for termination. 

These results of the polymerization of mono-acryloyl PC provide the 

first evidence that the growing polymer chains in the lipid bilayers are 

preferentially terminated by reaction with initiator fragments (see Figure 

31). This appears to occur even though there are tens of polymer chains per 
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hilayer. The data suggest that when polymer chains have a large kinetic 

chain length the motion of the growing polymer chains is constrained in the 

hilayer and that the probability of interaction between the chain ends is 

minimal. These findings clearly demonstrate that careful attention to the 

ratio of [M]/[I] is necessary to reproducihly control the size and properties of 

polymers formed in bilayers and other supramolecular assemblies. 
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EXPERIMENT AL 

MATERIALS 

4-N,N-Dimethylaminopyridine was obtained from Aldrich Chemical Co. 

(Milwaukee, WI) and was recrystallized from 1: 1 CHCI3:Et20. 4-

Pyrrolidinopyridine was obtained from Aldrich Chemical Co. and purified by 

recrystallization from petroleum ether. 1, 12-Dodecanediol was also obtained 

from Aldrich and was recrystallized from carbon tetrachloride. Acryloyl and 

methacryloyl chloride were obtained from Aldrich Co. and were vacuum 

distilled prior to use. Pyridine was received from Aldrich and distilled before 

use. Ion exchange resin AG 501-X8 was obtained from Bio-Rad (Richmond, 

CA). Flash chromatography silica gel (200-425 mesh) was obtained from 

Fischer Scientific. Water was purified using a Millipore MiIIiQ system. 

G1ycerophosphatidylcholine-cadmium chloride (GPC) and L-a-

lysopalmitoylphosphatidylcholine were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids 

(Birmingham, AI). Bis-azoisobutyronitrile (AIBN) was obtained from Eastman 

Kodak (Rochester, NY) and purified by recrystallization twice from methanol. 

The initiator stock solution was made fresh each week. Tetrahydrofuran 

(THF) and benzene were dried by distillation from sodium/benzophenone. 

Chloroform was distilled from P20S. 

distilled. 

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE (NMR) 

N,N-Dimethylformamide was vacuum 
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Nuclear magnetic resonance (1 H NMR) spectra were recorded on a 

Bruker WM-250 spectrophotometer. All samples were run in CDCI3. Chemical 

shifts are reported in par,ts per million (ppm) downfield from 

tetramethylsilane (TMS). 

LIPID SYNTHESES 

Acryloyl Fatty Acid Synthesis 

12-Acryloyloxy-l-dodecanol - 1,12-Dodecanediol (25 g, 120 mmol) was 

dissolved in 250 ml freshly distilled THF by gentle heating. Dry pyridine (4.0 

ml, 50 mmol) was added to this solution. Freshly distilled acryloyl chloride 

(4.8 ml, 50 mmol) was dissolved in 50 ml dry THF and' added dropwise for 112 

hr under argon. One crystal of 2,6-di-t-butyl-p-cresol was added as an 

inhibitor. The solution was allowed to stir overnight at room temperature. 

The mixture was filtered to remove the pyridine hydrochloride and the THF 

was evaporated. The residue was taken up in 100 ml CC4 and cooled to -10 °C 

for 1 hr. The mixture was filtered to remove excess unreacted diol which was 

recovered for subsequent reactions. The filtrate was evaporated and purified 

by flash chromatography on silica gel with a solvent gradient of CHCI3, then 

CHCb/CH30H (95/5) as eluents. The product was recovered in the 

chloroform/methanol fraction by rotoevaporation. The product was a 

colorless oil which was stored at -10 °C for use in subsequent reactions. Yield 

7.0 g (56%). TLC Rf = 0.3 (CHCI3/CH30H, 98:2). IH NMR: 6.36 ppm (d, 1 H, 

vinyl), 6.20 ppm (q, 1 H, vinyl), 5.78 ppm (d, IH, vinyl), 4.12 ppm (t, 6.6 Hz, 2H, 
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O=C-OCfu), 3.62 ppm (t, 6.6 Hz, 2H, CfuOH), 1.63 ppm (broad m, 4H, Cfu), 1.24 

ppm (broad s, 16 H). 

1 2-Acryloyloxy-l -dodecanoic acid - 12-Acryloyloxy-I-dodecanol (2.2 g, 

8 mmol) was dissolved in 5.0 ml DMF and add'!d dropwise to a solution of 

pyridinium dichromate (10.6 g, 28 mmol) in 15.0 ml DMF with one crystal of 

2,6-di-t-butyl-p-cresol added as an inhibitor. The reaction was placed in an 

ice bath and allowed to reach room temperature slowly, then stirred for one 

day. The solution was rotoevaporated and the residue was extracted with 3 X 

300 ml of distilled water and 100 ml ether. The ether layer was dried over 

sodium sulfate and evaporated. Flash chromatography on silica gel was used 

for purification. A gradient was used with CHCb followed by CHCl3/CH30H 

(97/3). The product was recovered in the CHCl3/CH30H fraction by 

rotoevaporation. The purified product was a white solid (m.p. 30-32 OC) which 

weighed 1.0 g (44%). Rf = 0.2 CHCl3/CH30H (99/1). IH NMR: 6.36 ppm (d, IH, 

vinyl), 6.20 ppm (q, lH, vinyl), 5.78 ppm (d, lH, vinyl), 4.12 ppm (t, 6.6Hz, 2H, 

O=C-O-CH2), 2.31 ppm (t, 7.4Hz, 2H, CH2C02H), 1.63 ppm (broad m, 4H, CH2), 1.24 

ppm (broad s, 16 H). 

Methacr.yloyl Fatty Acid Synthesis 

12-Methacry/oyloxy-l-dodecano/ - 1,12-Dodecanediol (25.0 g, 120 mmol) 

was dissolved in 250 ml freshly distilled THF by gentle heating. To this 

solution, (4.0 ml, 50 mmol) of dry pyridine was added along with one crystal 

of 2,6-di-t-butyl-p-cresol as an inhibitor. Freshly distiIIed methacryloyl 

chloride (4.6 ml, 50 mol) was dissolved in 50 ml dry THF and added dropwise 
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for 0.5 hr under argon. The solution was allowed to stir overnight at room 

temperature. The mixture was filtered to remove the pyridine hydrochloride 

and the THF was evaporated. The residue was taken up in 100 ml CCI4 and 

cooled to -10 °C for 1 hr. The mixture was filtered to remove unreacted diol 

(9..5 g) which was recovered for subsequent reactions. The product was 

purified by flash chromatography on silica gel. A solvent gradient was run 

using CHCI3, then CHC13/CH30H (9515) as eluents. The colorless oil was 

recovered in the CHC13/CH30H fraction. Yield 6.5 g (46%) based on 

methacryloyl chloride. TLC Rf = 0.3 CHC13/CH30H (98/2). IH NMR: 6.06 ppm (t, 

0.7 Hz, IH, vinyl), 5.51 ppm (t, 1.6 Hz, IH, vinyl), 4.12 ppm (t, 6.6 Hz, 2H, O=C

OCH2), 3.62 ppm (t, 6.6 Hz, 2H, CH20H), 1.90 ppm (t, 1.1 Hz, 3H, C=C-CH3), 1.63 

ppm (broad m, 4H, CH2), 1.24 ppm (broad s, 16 H). 

12-Melhacry/oy/oxy-l-dodecanoic acid - 12-Methacryloyloxy-l

dodecanol (2.0 g, 7.4 mmol) was dissolved in 5.0 ml DMF and added dropwise 

over 10 minutes to a solution of pyridinium dichromate (9.8 g, 26 mmol) in 

15.0 ml DMF. One crystal of 2,6-di-t-butyl-p-cresol was added as an inhibitor. 

The reaction was placed in an ice bath and allowed to reach room 

temperature slowly, then stirred for one day. The solution was 

rotoevaporated and the residue was extracted with 3 X 300 ml of distilled water 

and 100 ml diethyl ether. The ether layer was dried over sodium sulfate and 

evaporated. Flash chromatography on silica gel was used for purification. A 

gradient was used with CHC13 followed by CHC13/CH30H (9713). The colorless 

oil was isolated in the CHC13/CH30H fractions by rotoevaporation. The 

purified product weighed I.Ig (52 %). Rf = 0.2 CHC13/CH30H (99/1). IH NMR: 

6.06 ppm (t, 0.7Hz, lH, vinyl), 5.51 ppm (t, 1.6Hz, IH, vinyl), 4.12 ppm (t, 6.6Hz, 
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2H, 0=C-O-CH2), 2.31 ppm (t, 7.4Hz., 2H, CfuCOzH), l.9 ppm (t, !.lHz, 3H, C=C-Cfu), 

l.63 ppm (broad m, 4H, Cfu), l.24 ppm (broad s, 16 H). 

mono-Acryloyiphosphatidylcholine (MAPCl synthesis 

l-Palmitoyl-2-[12-(acryloyloxy )dodecanoyl/-sn-glycero-3-

pJlOsphorylcholine L-a-Lysopalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (400 mg, 0.82 

mmoles) was mixed with acryloyl fatty acid (660 mg, 2.5 mmoles) and 

dimethylaminopyridine (100 mg, 0.82 mmoles). This mixture was dried by 

evaporation from 5 ml of benzene 3 times. One crystal of 2,6-di-t-butyl-p

cresol was added as an inhibitor along with 1,3-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide 

(200 mg, 0.98 mmoles) and 5.0 ml of freshly distilled CHCI3. The suspension 

was stirred at room temperature in the dark under argon for two days. The 

dicyclohexylurea was filtered and washed with chloroform. The filtrate was 

evaporated and the residue taken up in 20 ml of methanol. Five grams of Bio

Rad AG 501-8X ion exchange resin was added to methanol solution and stirred 

for I hr to remove the dimethylaminopyridine. The resin was filtered and 

washed with 20 ml chloroform followed by 20 ml methanol. The filtrate was 

dried with anhydrous sodium sulfate. The mixture was gravity filtered, and 

the filtrate was evaporated. The residue was dissolved in chloroform and 

purified by flash chromatography using a gradient of CHCI3/CH30H (911) 

followed by CHCl3/CH30HlH20 (65/25/1). The product was recovered in the 

CHCI3/CH30HIH20 fractions by rotoevaporation. Yield 300 mg (49%) clear oil. 

TLC Rf = 0.28 CHCI3/CH30HlH20 (65/25/4) IH NMR (CDCI3) 6.36 ppm (d, I H, 

vinyl), 6.20 ppm (q, 1 H, vinyl), 5.78 ppm (d, lH, vinyl), 5.18 ppm (br m, IH, 

POCH2CH), 4.42-4.20 ppm (br m, 3H, CHCfuOP, CHOC=O) 4.12 ppm (m, 3H, CHOC=O, 
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CfuOC=O), 3.90 ppm (m, 2H, NCfuCH20), 3.78 ppm (m, 2H, NCH2C!:hO), 3.32ppm 

(s, 9H, (CfuhN+), 2.25 ppm (m, 4H, CfuC=O), 1.6 ppm (br m, 6H, CfuCH2R), 

1.28ppm (br s, Cfu, 38 H), 0.85 ppm (t, 3H, CH2CH3). 

mono-Meth~.r.ylQylphosphatidylcholine (MMPC) synthesis 

1-Palmitoyl-2-[ 12- (methacryloyloxy )dodecanoyIJ-sn-glycero-3-

phosphorylcholine - L-a-Lysopalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (450 mg, 0.91 

mmoles) was mixed with fatty acid (750 mg, 2.7 mmoles) and 4-

pYrl'oJidinopyridine (135 mg, 0.91 mmoles). This mixture was dried by 

evaporation from 5 ml benzene 3 times. One crystal of 2,6-di-t-butyl-p-cresol 

was added as an inhibitor along with 1,3-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (206 mg, 

1.0 mmoles) and 5.0 ml of freshly distilled CHCI3. The suspension was stirred 

at room temperature in the dark under argon for three days. The 

dicyclohexylurea was filtered and washed with chloroform. The filtrate was 

evaporated and the residue taken up in 20 ml of methanol. Five grams of Bio

Rad AG 501-X8 ion exchange resin was added to the methanol solution which 

was stirred for hr to remove the pyrroJidinopyridine. The resin was 

filtered and washed with 20 ml chloroform followed by 20 ml methanol. The 

filtrate was dried with anhydrous sodium sulfate. The mixture was gravity 

filtered, and the filtrate was evaporated. The residue was purified by flash 

chromatography using a gradient of CHCI3/CH30H (9/1) followed by 

CHCI3/CH30H/H20 (65/2512). The product was recovered in the 

CHCI3/CH30HlH20 fraction by rotoevaporation. Yield 305 mg (44%) of clear 

oil. TLC Rf = 0.30 CHCI3/CH30HlH20 (65:25:4) IH NMR (CDCIJ) 6.06 ppm (t, IH, 

vinyl), 5.51 ppm (t, IH, vinyl), POCH2CID, 5.18 ppm (br m, lH, POCH2C.I:D. 4.42-
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4.20 ppm (br m, 3H, CHCfuOP, CHOC=O) 4.12 ppm (m, 3H, CHOC=O, CfuOC=O), 3.90 

ppm (m, 2H, NCfuCH20), 3.78 ppm (m, 2H, NCH2CfuO), 3.32 ppm (s, 9H, 

(CH3}JN+), 2.25 ppm (m, 4H, CfuC=O), l.9 ppm (t, 3H, C=CCfu), l.6 ppm (br m, 

6H, CfuCH2R), l.28 ppm (br s, Cfu, 38 H), 0.85 ppm (t. 3H, CH2CH3). 

bis-Acryloylphosphatidylcholine (sAPC) synthesis 

1.2-bis {12- (Ac ryloyloxy )dodecanolJ-sn-glycero-3-phosphorylcholine 

L-Glycerophosphorylcholine-cadmium chlorine complex (380 mg, 0.95 

mmoles) was mixed with fatty acid (500 mg, 1.9 mmoles) and 4-

pyrrolidinopyridine (136 mg, 0.92 mmoles). This mixture was dried by 

evaporation from 5 ml benzene 3 times. One crystal of 2,6-di-t-butyl-p-cresol 

was added as an inhibitor along with 1,3-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (430 mg, 

2.09 mmoles) and 5.0 ml of freshly distilled CHCI3. The suspension was stirred 

at room temperature in the dark under argon for six days. The 

dicyclohexylurea was filtered and washed with chloroform. The filtrate was 

evaporated and the residue taken up in 20 ml of methanol. Five grams of Bio

Rad AG 501-8X ion exchange resin was added to the methanol solution and 

stirred for 1 hr. The resin was filtered and washed with 20 ml chloroform 

followed by 20 ml methanol. The filtrate was dried with anhydrous sodium 

sulfate. The mixture was gravity filtered, and the filtrate was evaporated. 

The residue was purified by flash chromatography using a gradient of 

CHCb/CH30H (9/1) followed by CHCl3/CH30HlH20 (65/25/1). The product was 

recovered in the CHCl3/CH30HlH20 fraction by rotoevaporation. Yield 280 mg 

(40%) of clear oil. TLC Rf = 0.30 CHC13/CH30HIH20 (65/25/4) IH NMR (CDCI3) 

6.36 ppm (d, 2 H, vinyl), 6.20 ppm (q, 2 H, vinyl), 5.78 ppm (d, 2H, vinyl), 5.18 
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ppm (br m, IH, POCH2CH.), 4.42-4.20 ppm (br m, 3H, CHCfuOP, CHOC=O) 4.12 ppm 

(m, IH, CHOC=O; 4H, CfuOC=O), 3.90 ppm (m, 2H, NCfuCH20), 3.78 ppm (m, 2H, 

NCH2CfuO), 3.32 ppm (s, 9H, (CfuhN+), 2.25 ppm (m, 4H, CfuC=O), 1.6 ppm (br 

m, 8H, CfuCH2R), 1.28ppm (br s, Cfu, 28 H). 

bis-Methacryloylphosphatidylcholine <BMPC) synthesis 

1.2-bis{ 12-(Methacryloyloxy)dodecanoIJ-sn-glycero-3-phosphoryl

choline - L-Glycerophosphorylcholine-cadmium chlorine complex (90 mg, 

0.20 mmoles) was mixed with methacryloyl fatty acid (227 mg, 0.80 mmoles) 

and dimethylaminopyridine (48 mg, 0.40 mmoles). This mixture was dried by 

evaporation from 5 ml benzene 3 times. One crystal of 2,6-di-t-butyl-p-cresol 

was added as an inhibitor along with 1,3-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (165 mg, 

0.80 mmoles) and 5.0 ml of freshly distilled CHCI3. The suspension was stirred 

at room temperature in the dark under argon for six days. The 

dicyclohexylurea was filtered and washed with chloroform. The filtrate was 

evaporated and the residue taken up in 20 ml of methanol. Five grams of Bio

Rad AG 501-8X ion exchange resin was added to methanol solution and stirred 

for 1 hr to remove the cadmium and dimethylaminopyridine. The resin was 

filtered then washed with 20 ml chloroform followed by 20 ml methanol. The 

filtrate was dried with anhydrous sodium sulfate. The mixture was gravity 

filtered, and the filtrate was evaporated. The residue was purified by flash 

chromatography using a gradient of CHCI3/CH30H (9/1) followed by 

CHCiJ/CH30H/H20 (65/25/1). The product was recovered in the 

CHCiJ/CH30H/H20 fraction by rotoevaporation. Yield 125 mg (82%) of clear 

oil. TLC Rf = 0.30 CHCI3/CH30HlH20 (65/25/4) I H NMR (CDCI3) 6.06 ppm (t, 2H, 
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vinyl), 5.51 ppm (t, 2H, vinyl), 5.18 ppm (br m, IH, POCH2C!:D, 4.42-4.20 ppm 

(br m, 3H, CHC,fuOP, CHOC=O) 4.12 ppm (m, IH, CHOC=O;4H CfuOC=O), 3.90 ppm 

(m, 2H, NCfuCH20), 3.78 ppm (m, 2H, NCH2CH20), 3.32 ppm (s, 9H, (CH3)JN+), 

2.25 ppm (m, 4H, CfuC=O), 1.90 ppm (s, 3H, CCfu=CH2) 1.6 ppm (br m, 8H, 

CH2CH2R), 1.28 ppm (br s, Cfu, 28 H). 

SUPRAMOLECULAR ASSEMBLY FORMATION 

Extended Bilayers 

Fifteen mg of the desired lipid was evaporated from a stock solution (25 

mg/ml in benzene) and mixed with the appropriate amount of initiator from 

a stock AIBN solution (1 mg/ml in benzene). The mixture was dried by 

passing a stream of argon over the sample in a glass ampoule. The sample 

was placed under high vacuum (0.1 mm Hg) for two hrs in the dark. The 

sample was not placed under vacuum for longer periods of time since 

polymerization occurred in some cases (especiaIJy the methacrylates). The 

samples were kept from light since AIBN photodecomposes. MiIIiQ water was 

stirred under vacuum (50 mm Hg) for 20 min to remove dissolved oxygen. 

The MiIliQ water was bubbled with argon for 10 min. The appropriate amount 

of degassed MilliQ water was aoded to the sample to adjust the lipid 

concentration to 5 mglml. The ampoules were bubbled with argon for 10 min 

before sealing with a rubber septum. The samples were heated to 10 OC above 

their lipid phase transition, vortexed for min, then cooled in an ice bath 

below T m. This was repeated three times. At this point, the samples were 
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somewhat opaque. The samples were bubbled again with argon for 10 min 

then polymerized as described below. 

Extruded Vesicles 

A mixture of lipid and initiator was dried and the lipid film was 

hydrated with MilliQ water as described above. The mixture was frozen at -78 

°C and slowly thawed in a water bath at 25° C. This cycle was repeated 10 

times. The samples were extruded ten times through two 0.2 j.Jm Nucleopore 

poly carbonate membrane filters (Pleasanton, CA) with N2 at 100 psi and 45° C 

using a stainless steel extruder (Lipex Biomembranes; Vancouver, B.C., 

Canada). The samples were still somewhat opaque after the first extrusion, 

but were clear after three extrusions. After extrusion the samples were 

flushed with argon for 10 min before sealing the ampoule with a rubber 

septum. 

DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING CALORIMETRY (DSC) 

Sample preparation - Eighty microliters of stock lipid lipid solution (25 

mg/ml) was evaporated to dryness with a stream of argon. The thin lipid film 

was placed under vacuum (0.1 mm Hg) for two hr, and then hydrated with 

sufficient buffer containing lO mM NaHP04 and 150 mM NaCI at pH 7.4 to yield 

a lipid concentration ")f 1 mg/mt. The sample was vortexed for 1 min at lO °C 

above its T m, and then was frozen at -78°C then thawed slowly in a water bath 

at 25°C. This freeze-thaw cycle was repeated ten times. 
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Calorimetry A high-resolution MC-2 scanning microcalorimeter 

(Microcal Co., Amherst, MA) equipped with the DA-2 digital data acquisition 

system was employed for studying the thermotropic phase behavior of the 

synthetic lipids. Prior to use, both the sample and reference buffer solution 

were outgassed under vacuum (100 mm Hg). A total volume of approximately 

1.5 ml was necessary for filling the calorimeter cells. Air bubbles were 

removed by forceful expulsion of the sample through the syringe into the 

bottom of the cells thereby sending trapped air to the surface. The cells were 

placed under a constant pressure of 40 psi. A constant temperature 

circulating bath (VWR, Los Angeles, CA) was used to equilibrate the jacket 

and cells to at least 10 °C below the Tm of the lipid of interest. The scans were 

stopped about 10°C above the T m. The scans were started when the 

temperature of the cells was within 1.0 °C or less of the temperature of the 

jacket. The DSC traces were recorded during heating of the samples, and the 

scan rate was set at 10 °C/hr for all samples. The transition temperatures 

(T m) were determined from the transition peaks at the maximal excess heat 

capacity. The calorimetric enthalpies of the transition (AlI) and Vant Hoff 

enthalpies (*H) were calculated from the peak areas with the aid of software 

provided by Microcal Co. The cooperativity of the transition (CU) was 

calculated by dividing the Vant Hoff enthalpy by the calorimetric enthalpy. 

POLYMERIZATION OF SUPRAMOlECULAR ASSEMBLIES 

The samples were flushed with argon before and after assembly 

formation as described in the Supramolecular Assembly Formation section. 
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This was found to be very important since oxygen inhibits the 

polymerization reaction. The samples were placed under argon in an oil bath 

at 700 C for 18 hr. With extended bilayers, occasionally portions of the sample 

would settle after polymerization overnight. The exact reason for this 

observation is not known. It is only found after a number of hours. Samples 

are always homogeneous for the illst five to eight hr. This phenomenon was 

more pronounced in the mixed lipid cases. This was not observed in the case 

of extruded samples. 

CLEAVAGE REACTION 

After polymerization, the supramolecular assemblies were lyophilized. 

The polymer was insoluble in hexane, ether, chloroform, benzene, 

acetonitrile, THF, DMF, and DMSO. Since the samples were insoluble in 

solvents suitable for SEC, a protocol had to be developed to modify the 

polymerized lipid to enhance its solubility properties. It was assumed that the 

major problem associated with the solubility of these polymers was the 

zwitterionic headgroup. Conl;equently, a method to cleave the headgroup 

from the hydrophobic tails should greatly enhance the solubility of these 

polymers. This has been achieved for lipids by a variety of methods. 

Cleavage has been accomplished by acid or basic hydrolysis with methylation 

of the resulting fatty acid. It has also been achieved through enzymatic 

hydrolysis with a variety of phospholipases followed by methylation. Boron 

trifluoride in methanol has also been reported as a useful reagent for the 

methylation of fatty acids as well as their cleavage from a variety of lipid 
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headgroupsS 1. 

quantitative. 

The procedure is reported to be simple, rapid, and nearly 

It is for these reasons that this method was chosen for 

investigation. Initial studies were conducted with model lipids. 

Methyl Palmitate 

Five mg of palmitic acid was mixed with 2.0 ml of BF3-MeOH (12% by 

wt.). The palmitic acid went into solution as the reaction proceeded. After 15 

hrs., 2.0 ml MilliQ water was added and the reaction was neutralized with solid 

NaHC03 until evolution of C02 had stopped. The mixture was extracted with 

CHCI3 three times with 3 ml and the organic phase was dried over MgS04. The 

solution was filtered and the filtrate was evaporated and the nmr taken. 

1 H nmr 3.65 ppm (s, 3H, OCH3); 2.28 ppm (t, 2H, 0=C-CH2); l.6 ppm m, l.3 brd s 

(26H, CH2); .85 (1, 3H, CH3) 

TLC 1 spot Rf = 0.8 (CHCI3) 

Methyl Oleate 

Five mg of dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC) was mixed with 2.0 ml 

of BF3-MeOH (12% by wt.). After 15 hr, 2.0 ml MiIIiQ water was added and the 

solution was neutralized by solid NaHC03 until no more C02 evolved. The 

mixture was extracted with 3 ml volumes of CHC13 three times, and the 

organic phase was dried with MgS04. The solution was filtered and the filtrate 

was evaporated. 

1 H nmr 5.35 ppm (t, 2H, vinyl); 3.65 ppm (s, 3H, CH30); 2.3 ppm (t, 2H, O=CCH2); 

2.0 ppm (brd. d, 4H, CH2-CH=); l.6 ppm m, 1.3 brd. d (22H, CH2); .85ppm (t, 3H, 

CH3) 
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TLC I spot Rf = 0.8 (CHCI3) 

Monomeric mono-Acryloyl PC Cleavage . Reaction 

Two hundred microliters of stock monoacryloyl PC solution (25 mg/ml 

benzene) was evaporated to dryness by a stream of nitrogen gas. The sample 

was placed under high vacuum overnight. Four ml 12% BF3-MeOH was added 

and the solution was stirred at room temperature under N2 for 4 hr. Two ml 

MilIiQ water was added and the solution was neutralized by solid NaHC03 until 

no more C02 evolved. The sample was extracted six times with 4.0 ml CHCl3 

each time. The organic phase was dried with Na2S04 and filtered. The filtrate 

was evaporated and the nrnr was taken. 

note: v=variable integration depending on the extent of reaction 

1 H nmr 6.38 ppm (d, IH, vinyl); 6.10 ppm (q, IH, vinyl); 5.80 ppm (d, IH, 

vinyl); 4.12 ppm (t, v, CH20-C=O); 3.65 (s, v, CH30); 3.62 ppm (t, v, CH20); 2.28 

ppm (t, 4H, CH2C=O); 1.6 ppm m, 1.3 ppm brd s (44H, CH2) 

Polymeric mono-Acryloyl PC Cleavage Reaction 

After polymerization of 15 mg lipid, the sample was lyophilized, then 

taken up in 3 ml dry benzene. Successful polymerizations are insoluble in 

benzene, whereas unpolymerized samples are completely soluble in benzene. 

One ml of 12% BF3-MeOH was added and the sample was stirred for two days at 

35 oc. The benzene was found to be a necessary co-solvent since the 

solubility of even the cleaved polymer is poor in MeOH. Five ml MilliQ water 

was added and the solution was neutralized by solid NaHC03 until no more C~ 

evolved. The sample was extracted six times with 4.0 ml volumes of CHCI3. The 
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organic phase was dried with Na2S04 and filtered. The filtrate was evaporated 

and the nmr was taken. 

note: v;::variable integration depending on the extent of reaction 

IH ninr 6.38 ppm (d, lH, vinyl); 6.10 ppm (q, lH, vinyl); 5.80 ppm (d, lH, 

vinyl); 3.90 ppm (brd s, v, CH20-C;::Q); 3.65 (s, v, CH30); 3.62 ppm (t, v, CH20); 

2.28 ppm (t, 4H. CH2C=O); 1.6 ppm m, 1.3 ppm brd s (44H. CH2) 

Mixed Lipid Cleavage Reaction 

In the polymerization of mixed lipid systems, after lyophilization, the 

nonpolymerizable component (DMPC) was removed by extraction with 

chloroform. The remaining polymeric material was subjected to the cleavage 

conditions described above. 

Analysis of Cleavage Reaction 

The relative amounts of long and short chain methyl esters 

(copolymer distribution) could be estimated by IH NMR. This was 

accomplished by comparing the integration of a peak associated with the 

long chain polymer with a peak whose relative intensity remained constant 

during the course of the cleavage reaction and hence is not affected by the 

nature of the cleavage reaction. The peak chosen for this analysis was the 

peak at l) 3.90 for the methylene a to the polymer backbone which will be 

referred to as the polymerized methylene vinyl ester (PMVE) peak. The 

pMVE peak is absent if the BF3-MeOH is able to cleave all the way down to the 

polymer backbone. The pMVE peak is compared to the triplet at l) 2.28 due to 

the two methylene groups a to the carbonyls of the ester groups attached to 
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the glycerol portion of the lipid. This triplet will be referred to as the a

methylene glycerol ester (MGE) peak. The MGE peak is constant and 

integrates to 4 H. This is compared to the pMVE peak at f> 3.90 which varies 

from an integration of 2H for a polymer consisting exclusively of the long 

chain ester to an integration of OH in the case of 100% short chain est~r. 

POLYMER DEGREE OF POLYMERIZATION 

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was run on a Waters Maxima 820 

chromatography workstation (Milford, MA) with a Ultrastyragel linear mixed 

bed column and chloroform as the mobile phase. The chloroform was filtered 

through .45J..1m Waters nylon filters, then purged with helium prior to use. 

The instrument was interfaced to a NEC Powermate 1 computer with Maxima 

820 verso 3.02 software. All samples were detected using a Waters model R401 

differential refractometer. 

After the cleavage reaction, the samples were concentrated in CHCl~ to 

approximately 200 J..Il by a stream of argon. The degree of polymerization of 

each sample was determined by injecting the cleaved polymer into a 20 J..Il 

loop at a flow rate of l.0 mllmin in CHCI3. The RI detector had to be 

equilibrated for at least 4 hr prior to injection to obtain a reasonable baseline 

set on 1/2 X attenuation. The mobile phase was passed through the reference 

cell at the begining of each session for 10 min at 0.5 mllmin, then switched to 

the sample cell and increased to the standard 1.0 mllmin for all trials. Care 

was taken to never switch back to the reference cell while the flow rate was 

at 1.0 ml/min since the reference cell cannot withstand a backpressure 
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greater than 100 psi. Typically the standard backpressure of the system at a 

flowrate of 1.0 ml/min was 200-300 psi. When the backpressure exceeds this 

level, the inline filters are removed and cleaned by sonication in methanol 

in order to reduce the backpressure to normal levels. Each sample was 

injected at least 3 times and the results averaged. 

The GPC column was calibrated with PMMA standards of narrow 

polydispersity (typically Mw/Mn 1.1 or less) obtained from Polymer 

Laboratories LTD (Church Stretton, U.K.). The calibration curve fit was linear 

and had a correlation coefficient of 0.998. Nine standards were used ranging 

from a Mn of 4100 to 1.3 million. Run times were 12 min with most polymer 

fractions found bet'.veen 6 and 10 min. The data aquisition rate was set at 2 

points/sec. The peaks were sliced in order to obtain a minimum of 40 slices 

per polymer peak. This usually corresponded to one slice every 1 or 2 sec 

depending on the polydispersity of the sample. The Peaks portion of the 

Integration Parameters were determined by running a trial low 

concentration (.05% by weight) injection of a standard. From this 

chromatograph, one chooses the smallest peak one wants the instrument to 

detect along with areas designated which represent acceptable portions of 

the baseline. From this information, the program automatically determines 

the Peak Integration Parameters. Analysis of the chromatograms was 

accomplished by comparing at least three injections to make sure the peaks 

analyzed were represented in several chromatograms and not artifacts due to 

baseline drift or other types of fluctuation. Once this was accomplished the 

appropriate chromatogram was loaded into memory, then start and endpoints 

for the baseline and peak were chosen in the Slices portion of the 
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established, Run is chosen from the Execute Methods dialog box. 
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has been 

Then the 

sample is chosen for analysis and Edit Queue Parameters is chosen from the 

Edit dialogue box. It is here that one chooses the options for the printed 

report. This was executed as recommended in the operators manual. The SEC 

report gives the number and weight average molecular weights as well as 

polydispersity and a printout of the sliced peaks and the integration of each 

slice. From this information the degree of polymerization could be calculated 

by knowing the copolymer distribution resulting from the cleavage reaction. 
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